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Methods of shielding design and safety analysis are presented for a beamline of synchrotron
radiation. This paper consists of the shielding and safety study of synchrotron radiation with extremely
intense and low energy photons below several hundreds keV, and the study for the behavior of
remarkable high energy photons up to 8 GeV, which can creep into beamlines.
A new shielding design code, STAC8 was developed to estimate the leakage dose outside the
beamline hutch ( an enclosure of the beam, optical elements or experimental instruments) easily and
quickly with satisfactory accuracy. The code can calculate consistently from sources of synchrotron
radiation to dose equivalent outside hutches with considering the build up effect and polarization effect.
Validity of the code was verified by comparing its calculations with those of Monte Carlo simulations
and measurement results of the doses inside the hutch of the BL14C of Photon Factory in the High
Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), showing good agreements.
The shielding design calculations using STAC8 were carried out to apply to the practical
beamlines with the considering polarization effect and clarified the characteristics of the typical
i
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beamlines of the third generation synchrotron radiation facility, SPring-8. In addition, the shielding
calculations were compared with the measurements outside the shield wall of the bending magnet
beamline of SPring-8, and showed fairly good agreement. The new shielding problems, which have
usually been neglected in shielding designs for existing synchrotron radiation facilities, are clarified
through the analyses of the beamline shielding of SPring-8. The synchrotron radiation from the
SPring-8 has such extremely high intensity involving high energy photons that the scattered
synchrotron radiation from the concrete floor of the hutch, the groundshine, causes a seriously high
dose. The method of effective shielding is presented.
For the estimation of the gas bremsstrahlung, which is generated by the interaction of residual
gas molecules with stored electrons and invades the beamline, a new recommendation is proposed in
order to simulate with sufficient accuracy. The measurement results of the gas bremsstrahlung by using
a new type scintillator, PWO, are presented in relation to the characteristics of the stored electron beam
that is a high and low betatron function beam. The gas bremsstrahlung was measured as a function of
the aperture size of the slits, showing the apparent dependence on the conditions of the stored electron
beam, as well as the beam current and the vacuum pressure. The measurements of the dependency of
the aperture size were compared with the calculations by using the Monte Carlo code EGS4, and
showed a fairly good agreement. The total power of the gas bremsstrahlung was estimated as 25.8±0.8
nW /l(y*Pa/mA and the corresponding equivalent dose rates for a scoring radius of 0.023 cm were
calculated to be 15.8 nSv/s/lO^Pa/mA for a high betatron function beamline, and 9.22
nSv/s/lO^Pa/mA for a low betatron function beamline. Calculations were also made to obtain 25.9
nSV/s/lO^Pa/mA neglecting the stored beam conditions at 40 m from the center of the straight section
of SPring-8.
In addition to the gas bremsstrahlung, the photoneutron induced by the gas bremsstrahlung is
presented by using two different photoneutron production cross sections, the difference of which comes
from whether or not neglecting the quasi-deutron and photo-pion production process. The
measurement results of photoneutrons generated by the interactions of the gas bremsstrahlung with
lead and copper targets are presented by using high sensitive Bonner type helium-3 counters with
polyethylene moderators to estimate the neutron spectrum. The measurements were performed outside
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the optics hutch to reduce the effects of synchrotron radiation. The measurement data of the effective
dose due to photoneutrons were compared with the calculations and previous data, and showed
reasonable agreement.
Using the present methods of gas bremsstrahlung and associated photoneutron analyses, the
shielding calculation of the beamline of a laser electron photon at SPring-8, which can generate
polarized photons of a few GeV with high intensity, is presented in a design with two separated
beamline hutches. In addition to the shielding of the beamlines of synchrotron radiation, an extremely
high energy and high intensity laser electron photon beam brings other shielding problems. They are
the issues of high intensity neutrons due to photonuclear reaction and high energy electrons, positrons
due to pair creation in the upstream regions. The method of effective shielding is clarified by using a
sweep magnet with lead collimators to reduce the leakage dose substantially.

Keywords: Synchrotron Radiation Beamline, Radiation Shielding, Safety Analysis,
STAC8, EGS4, Groundshine, Gas Bremsstrahlung, Photoneutron, Laser
Electron Photon, SPring-8
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1. Introduction

1.1 Historical review
Synchrotron radiation is the electromagnetic radiation emitted in the tangential direction of the
orbit when charged particles, especially electrons or positrons, moving close to the speed of light are
bent by a powerful magnetic field. Since 1947, when it was first observed in the US by using a
synchrotron accelerator, synchrotron radiation has been used as a tool for study in the fields of material
science, chemistry, biology and so on*1'1^1"2*. Synchrotron radiation is a quite unique light as follows,
(1) synchrotron radiation has the intensities of one to four digits in comparison with other sources
ranging from ultraviolet to X-ray energy, (2) synchrotron radiation has a continuous spectrum of wide
energy range from radio waves to the X-ray energy region, (3) the directionality is quite strong so that
the light is almost close to parallel, (4) the main component of synchrotron radiation is linearly
polarized light with an electric field vector within the plane of the electron orbit and elliptically
polarized light in the direction tilted from the orbital plane, (5) synchrotron radiation is a quite short
pulsed radiation defined by the orbiting characteristics of the electron repeating uniformly. In addition,
(6) it is possible to stabilize the intensity fine with temporality, (7) the light is a source with very small
size and quite strong directivity so that synchrotron radiation is a light source with extremely high
brightness, (8) the characteristics of synchrotron radiation can be estimated theoretically and it agrees
with the observed results so that it can be utilized as a primly standard illuminant, (9) There is no
discharge except for photons from the source. As mentioned above, synchrotron radiation has many
remarkable advantages as a powerful tool for basic and applied studies in biology, chemistry, medicine,
and physics, as well as in applications to technology such as X-ray lithography, micro-mechanics,
materials characterization, and trace element analysis.
The facilities of synchrotron radiation are classified into three categories by generau'on(1"3).
Table 1-1 lists the main facilities of synchrotron radiation in the world. The first generation facilities
were originally built for high-energy physics research as mentioned above. In many cases, the

-

1

-
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experiments of synchrotron radiation started in a parasitic mode from nineteen sixties such as the 1.3
GeV electron synchrotron accelerator in the Institute for Nuclear Study of Tokyo University.

During

the period of parasitic use, however, in spite of unfavorable conditions, the use of synchrotron radiation
turned out to be completely rewarding and fruitful because of the remarkable improvement of
brightness in comparison with the sources from X-ray tubes or spark discharge tubes. This novel
scientific tool created new fields of science such as inner-shell spectroscopy of atoms and increased the
number of researchers. As a natural consequence, the idea of having a dedicated synchrotron radiation
source grew and the storage ring of INS-SOR(M) at Tokyo University, which was designed specially as
a dedicated light source started operation in the middle of 1970s. Li the 1980s, the new dedicated X-ray
source of SRS in Daresbury0"^, the Photon Factory in Tsukuba0^, and NSLS in Brookhaven(17) were
built to extend the useful photon energy of synchrotron radiation up to the hard X-ray regjoa These
facilities are the second generation facilities, which are characterized by the dedicated X-ray sources. In
general, these storage rings have a large number of beamlines, primarily from bending magnets. This
synchrotron radiation is almost less than 10 keV photon energy so that most of the beamlines are
constructed without shielding or with shielding by empirical methods through leakage dose
measurement on a case-by-case basis.
The successful experience with insertion devices, wigglers and undulators, has led to a new
generation of more advanced rings. These third generation storage rings are distinguished by lower
electron beam emittance and many straight sections for insertion devices. Especially, 6 to 8 GeV rings
with a circumference of 800 to 1500 m designed primarily for harder X-rays, above about 2 keV Three
rings are now in operation at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) of Grenoble in
France0"50, Advanced Photon Source (APS) of Argonne in the USA(1"9), and SPring-8 of Harima in
Japan(W0). The stored electron energies of these rings are 6,7, and 8 GeV for ESRF, APS, and SPring8,
respectively, together with low emittance (several nmradian). Because of the high energy and low
emittance of the stored electrons, high energy synchrotron radiation of extremely high brilliance is
available in the facilities. The small rings, with energy of 1 to 2 GeV, are now under design or operation

-
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primarily for the spectral region of VUV and soft X-rays. The intermediate rings, with energy of 3 to 4
GeV, are also under design. These third generation rings have many straight sections for the installation
of insertion devices. In addition, the very large, high-energy colliders such as PEP*1"1^, PETRA(112),
and TRISTAN*1"1^ have been modified and planned to serve as sources of extremely high synchrotron
radiation flux from bending magnets or insertion devices.
In the early days of synchrotron radiation experiments, the light from a synchrotron accelerator for
high energy physics was utilized parasitically. And the light energy was not higher than soft x-rays so
that the radiation safety for synchrotron radiation passed for unworthy issues of attention. The
machines of the accelerator were only considered to be covered as a shield. After the second generation
facilities, in which the storage rings instead of synchrotrons became the dominant tool, and a dedicated
use of the source was established, the safety issues were not so much changed. The empirical method
was generally equipped for the radiation shielding of synchrotron radiation by measuring the leakage
dose at the same time. The studies were performed only for high energy gamma rays that invaded
into the synchrotron radiation beam(1"14wl"15wll6wl'17).

Recently, third generation facilities have been

constructed and operated, which have 6-8 GeV storage rings with a circumference of 800-1500 m and
designed primarily for harder x-rays generated by insertion devices such as a wiggler and undulator
with low emittance of stored electrons. Because of the high energy and very low emittance of the
stored electrons, high energy synchrotron radiation of extremely high brilliance is available at these
facilities compared to that of the existing facilities. Further, a combination of a long straight section,
which is available for an insertion device, and the high energy of the stored electrons generates an
extremely intense gas bremsstrahlung by interaction of the stored electrons with residual gas molecules
in the vacuum chamber. These distinguishing features of the synchrotron radiation present rather sever
radiation problems so that the empirical methods are no longer available. High accuracy should be
required in the shielding and safety design for the beamlines of the facilities of third generation
synchrotron radiation.
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1.2 Objective of the present study
There are many investigations*1"18*"*1"19* and summaries*1"20* of safety shielding for electron
accelerators. The shielding design of the accelerator of the third generation synchrotron radiation
facility follows fundamentally the production of these scientific researches (1"21). The data, however are
not sufficient for the shielding design of high energy electron accelerators. To make data satisfactory
and improve the accuracy, benchmark experiments have been performed and efforts are exerted
constantly*1"22*. The electron beam loss assumption that makes the decision of the source term for
shielding design, strongly depends on the type of the accelerator so that the values are employed
individually for each machine under the present situation*1'23*.
On the other hand, there are no more than a few investigations of shielding analysis for the
beamline of synchrotron radiation. Moreover these investigations are unsatisfactory and insufficient for
the third generation synchrotron radiation facilities. For example, the shielding design code PHOTON
II*1'24* was developed for the synchrotron radiation beamline. This code can calculate consistently the
photons from wigglers and their attenuation by filters, an isotropic scattering process by optical
elements and shielding by the wall of the hutches with no buildup effect. Leakage dose calculations
outside the hutches were reported in overestimation by using the PHOTON II code*1"25* However,
sever conditions were reported by using the code in the third generation facilities*1"26*. There was no
code to apply to safety shielding design calculation of beamlines in a third generation facility such as
SPring-8. For gas bremsstrahlung,

many

simulations*1"27**1"28* were performed

by using

electro-magnetic Monte Carlo code such as EGS4*1"29* and FLUKA*1"30*. Some simulations were
performed in insecure calculational conditions and there are some doubts in consideration of the
angular distribution of emission as well as the intensity for the long straight section of the third
generation facilities. The angular distribution, which affects the absorbed dose or dose equivalent,
should be considered to strongly depend on the beam divergence and beam size of stored electrons.
However there are no analyses of gas bremsstrahlung which consider the beam divergence and beam
size. Measurements using lead glass were performed at lower energy of storage rings*1"31* compared to
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the 8 GeV class facilities except for the APS of 7 GeV^"32*. A systematic description, however, has not
yet been made for the measurement data in spite of the existence of diflferent results between the
beamlines of APS. Moreover, large differences exist for intensity of gas bremsstrahlung calculated
from the measurement data of the residual gas components of the storage ring.

There are no more

than a few calculations for the photoneutron due to gas bremsstrahlung(1"33). The energy of the gas
bremsstrahlung is distributed to the stored electron energy so that not only giant resonance neutrons but
also high energy neutrons from the quasi deutron production process and pion production process are
produced However, there are no data except for the photoneutrons produced by giant resonance. Only
two measurements of the photoneutron dose were reported by using an Anderson-Brawn type
rem-meter with lead shield box*1'34* and BF3 counter with a polyethylene moderator*1"35*.
A safety related typical structure of the synchrotron radiation beamlines consists of a main beam
shutter (MBS), a down stream shutter (DSS), a photon stop, a beam stop, an optics hutch for a white
beam and an experimental hutch for a monochromatic beam, and in Fig.1-1, for example, shows the
typical configuration of a SPring-8 beamline. A monochromator installed within the optics hutch is
regarded as a scatterer of the synchrotron radiation for the shielding design purpose. The MBS is
installed inside the shielding wall of the storage ring to control the synchrotron radiation beam to be
transmitted into the beamline, and the DSS is to control the monochromatic synchrotron radiation
beam to be transmitted into the experimental hutch. The photon stop made of lead is to prevent gas
bremsstrahlung from expanding downstream of the beamline, while the beam stop, usually installed at
the furthest downstream of the beamline, is to prevent the monochromatic synchrotron radiation beam
from leaking out from the experimental hutch wall. The walls of both the optics and experimental
hutches are designed to shield against scattered synchrotron radiation.
As mentioned above, the beamlines of synchrotron radiation are a very complicated system and
many movable components such as monochromator and beam shutters are installed so that the
intensity and spectrum of synchrotron radiation are varied easily and significantly. A code, therefore, is
strongly required to be able to carry out the shielding design easily and quickly with satisfactory
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accuracy under various experimental conditions. Further, including high energy photons, gas
bremsstrahlung creeps directly into the beamline. The intense and high energy gas bremsstrahlung
generates photoneutrons through interaction between photons and target materials such as photon stop.
With grasping the behavior of the synchrotron radiation, the investigation of the gas bremsstrahlung
and associated photoneutron is required to construct a new photon source such as a free electron
lasei*1"355^1'3^ and backward Compton scattering photon (laser electron photon)(1'37). The study of the
gas bremsstrahlung and photoneutron are expected to be applicable to new techniques such as
utilization of a high energy gamma-ray and clean neutron source.
At the present time, many synchrotron radiation facilities are proposed with new concept
design(1"38) so that the establishment of shielding and safety design methods for the beamline are quite
important. The objectives of this present study are the development of safety design techniques and
elucidation of the behavior of gas bremsstrahlung and associated photoneutrons in order to establish a
shielding design method for synchrotron radiation beamlines. It is desired that the fruits of this study be
applied to the shielding design of beamlines for the third generation facilities and special beamlines
such as laser electron photon beamlines.
In this study, therefore a new shielding design code, STAC8(1'39), was developed to account for the
deficiencies in the PHOTON n code and to be applicable to consistent calculations of the radiation
emitted from the insertion devices, including undulators, the effect of linear polarization of photons on
the scattering process, and the angular dependence of coherent and incoherent scattering. The validity
of this code was verified in comparison with the EGS4 calculations, the measurements at two
beamlines, one is the doses inside a hutch(W0) and the other is the doses outside the hutch(M1). The high
power beam of synchrotron radiation brings new shielding problems, which is the scattered
synchrotron radiation by a concrete floor, or so called ground-shine. The analyses were performed and
an effective shielding method against groundshine was proposed (M2WM3) by using the combination of
the STAC8 code and the general-purpose codes. The gas bremsstrahlung was measured precisely by
using a lead tungstate scintillator, and the dependency of the conditions of a stored beam for gas
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bremsstrahlung was investigated*1^. The depth dependence of an absorbed dose and the dependency
of the scoring area for an effective dose due to gas bremsstrahlung were also investigated in related
stored beam conditions. Simulation conditions of the generation of gas bremsstrahlung with high
accuracy were investigated for long straight sections and new guidelines were proposed(M5). The
photoneutron spectrum due to gas bremsstrahlung was measured outside the hutch of the SPring-8
beamline by using multi-moderated Bonner type helium-3 counters and the results were compared
with the calculations.

By using the fruits of this study, shielding analysis was carried out for the

beamline of a laser electron photon which is new photon source with high energy using backward
Compton scattering with a laser and the effective removal of the high energy electrons produced by
electromagnetic showers due to high energy photons were pointed out by using the combination of a
sweep magnet and collimators, reducing the shield significantly1^.

1.3 Constitution of Chapters and respective contents
The present paper consists of four chapters and two appendixes: Chapter 1 Introduction, Chapter 2
The shielding study of synchrotron radiation, Chapter 3 The study of high energy radiation within the
beamline of synchrotron radiation, and Chapter 4 Summary and conclusions.
In Chapter 2, the new shielding design code, STAC8, is described in comparison with the
PHOTON II code. STAC8 was developed on the basis of PHOTON H, however the code has many
distinctive features that are to be applicable to the calculations of the radiation emitted from the
insertion devices including undulators, the angular dependence of the coherent and incoherent
scattering with linear polarization effect and K-fluorescence radiation. The angular dependent coherent
and incoherent scattering cross sections including polarization effect are calculated within the code and
the angle-integrated cross sections obtained by the code were compared with the evaluated data(M7).
The build up effect is also introduced in the shielding calculation by using an empirical approximation
formula, the Geometrical Progression (GP) m e t h o d ^ .
For verifying the validity of the STAC8 code, calculational results were compared with those
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using the EGS4 code and with dose distribution data inside the hutch (an enclosure of the beam, optical
elements or experimental instruments) of a BL14C beamline(W9) at the Photon Factory of the High
Energy Accelerator Research Organization(KEK).
SPring-8, one of the most advanced facilities of synchrotron radiation, generates synchrotron
radiation with extremely high intensity and high energy by using insertion devices. The beamlines of
SPring-8 are classified by a synchrotron radiation source into an undulator, wiggler and bending
magnet beamlines for safety analysis. To clarify the characteristics of these beamlines, the shielding
design calculations for synchrotron radiation are performed with STAC8, taking into consideration the
linear-polarization effect, the slant length of the shield hutch wall and the build-up effect as functions of
scattering angle and azimuthal angle. In addition, the shielding calculations by using the STAC8 code
were carried out and compared with the measurements outside the shield wall of the practical beamline
of the bending magnet of SPring-8. The calculational results of PHOTON II were also compared with
the measurements.
The high power synchrotron radiation beam brings about new shielding problems, which have
usually been neglected in shielding designs for the existing facilities. This is the issue of the
synchrotron radiation scattered by a concrete floor of the beamline hutch, or so called groundshine. In
the groundshine calculations, three geometric configurations were considered; one with a lead
rectangular plate installed along the base of the inside of the hutch wall, one with the same plate outside
of the hutch wall and one with the bottom part of the hutch wall embedded in the concrete floor.
In Chapter 3, the simulation conditions and measurement results of gas bremsstrahlung by using
PWO scintillator are discussed. The simulation of gas bremsstrahlung, which generates the interaction
of stored electrons with residual gas within the storage ring, were carried out to investigate the
conditions of the simulation to get sufficient accuracy of the photon intensity and the angular
distribution. The dependency of the spectrum and angular distribution on the number of interactions,
lower cut-off energy for electron transport, AE and residual gas pressure are discussed in comparison
with the results of the simulation under the previous recommendations.(117), and the condition of the
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simulation for the beamline of the third generation facilities was also investigated to propose a new
recommendation. Gas bremsstrahlung was measured for the insertion device beamlines of SPring-8 by
using a new type of scintillator PWO (PbWO4) and the energy resolution of the PWO was investigated
by using gas bremsstrahlung photons. The measurements were made for the two beamlines, BLl 1XU
(high betatron function beamline) and BL46XU (low betatron function beamline), in relation to the
characteristics of the stored electron beam. The gas bremsstrahlung was measured as a function of the
aperture size of the slits, and the dependence on the conditions of the stored electron beam, as well as
the beam current and the vacuum pressure were investigated. The aperture size dependency of gas
bremsstrahlung was compared with the calculations by using the Monte Carlo code EGS4 under the
new condition of simulation. The dependency of the scoring area for an effective dose and the depth
dose distribution due to gas bremsstrahlung were also investigated.
The calculations and the measurement results of the photoneutron due to gas bremsstrahlung
are discussed. The associated photoneutron due to gas bremsstrahlung was calculated by using two
different methods. One of the methods employs the Lorenzian fitted neutron production cross
section(1"50), neglecting neutron production by the quasi-deuteron and photo-pion reactions of photons
above 40MeV

The other method is the production cross section generated by using the MCPHOTO

code(151) and the PICA code(1'52), taking into account the giant resonance, quasi-deuteron and
photo-pion reaction processes. Photoneutron spectra due to the interactions of thick targets of lead and
copper with gas bremsstrahlung were measured outside the hutch of the insertion device beamline of
SPring-8, BL11XU, by using high sensitive multi-moderated Bonner type helium-3 counters. The
measurement data were unfolded by using the SAND II code (I53) and converted to the spectra and
doses. The doses were discussed in comparison with the measurements at APS of a 7 GeV storage ring
by using an Anderson-Braun type rem-meter with a lead shield box, the calculated results without
considering high energy neutrons reported by SLAC(1"33).
The shielding design calculations for the beamline of a laser electron photon are discussed
on the basis of the results of the investigations of the gas bremsstrahlung and associated
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photoneutron. The shielding design of the beamline of a laser electron photon at SPring-8, which
can generate polarized photons of a few GeV with high intensity, was performed and constructed
with two separated beamline hutches (enclosures of beam, laser and optical elements or
experimental instruments). These two hutches must be designed in tandem and connected with
each other by using beam transport pipe, because of the restrictions on space. A local shield,
which has special structure, must be installed, accordingly. In addition to the shielding of the
synchrotron radiation beamlines, the extremely high energy and high intensity beam of laser
electron photons brings other shielding problems. They are the issues of high intensity neutrons
due to photonuclear reaction and high energy electrons, positrons in the upstream regions. The
reduction of the leakage photoneutron dose by using the shield of beam dump, and effectiveness
of a combination of sweep magnet and collimators were investigated.
Li chapter 4, the results of the present study are summarized.
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Table 1-1 List of the main synchrotron radiation facilities in the world.
Site

Name

(Tukuba)

SPrine-8
NewSUBARU
Photon Factory

(Hiroshima)
(Okazaki)
(Kusatsu)

NIJI-IL4V
TERAS
INS-SOR
TRISTAN
Hi-SOR
UVSOR
RitsSR

Japan (Harima)

AR

Electron
Date
Energy(GeV) (operation)

8
1.5
2.5
7
0.6
0.8
0.38
6-30

0.7
0.6
0.575

1997
www.spring8.or.jp
1999 www.lastil.himeji-tech.ac.jp
pfwww.kek.jp
1982
1986
1991
www.etl.go.jp
1980
closed
proposed
1999
1983
www.ims.ac.jp
1996
www.ritsumei.ac.jp

Korea ( Pohang)

PLS

2.5

1994

Chaina (Beijing)

BLS

5.5

proposed

Taiwan (Hsinchu)

SRRC

Thailand(Nakhon)

SUT

Denmark(Aarhus)

ISA

0.6

France(Grenoble)
(Orsay)

ESRF

6.0

Germany(Berlin)
(Hamburg)
(Dortmund)
(Bonn)
Italy (Trieste)
(Frascati)
Russia (Novosibirsk)
(Moscow)

1.3

pal.postesh.ac.kr

1994

www.srrc.eov.tw

proposed

DCI

1.85

Super ACO

0.8

BESSY
DORIS(DESY)
DELTA
DELTAH
ELSA

0.8
3.7-5.2

1.5
7-13

3.5

Website

nsrc.sut.ac.th
www-isa.au.dk

1994

www.esrf.fr
www.hire.u-psud.fr

1982
www.bessv.de
1974
www.hasvlab.desy.de
2000 praim.physics.uni-dortmont.de
under construction
1988
www.elsa.phvsik.uni-bon.de

ELETTRA
ADONE(INF)

2.0
1.5

1993
1978

Iivww.elettra.triestte.it

VEPP-3
VEPP-4M
Sibir-1
Sibir-2

2.2
6.0

1977
1992
1983

ssrc.inp.nsk.su

0.45

2.5
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Table 1-1 List of the main synchrotron radiation facilities in the world (continued)
Site

Name

Electron
Energy(GeV)

Year
(operation)

0.55

1985

Sweden(Lund)

MAX-I

Switzerland(Villigen)

SLS(PSD

2.4

UK(Daresbury)

SRS

2.0

Canada(Saskatoon)

CLS

3.0

Brazil8Campinas)
USA(Argonne)
(Ithaca)
(Baton Rouge)
(Berkeley)
(Gaithersburg)
(Upton)
(Stanford)

LNLS

APS
CHESS
CAMD
ALStLBL)

suRF-n,m
NSLS
SSRL(SPEAR)

7.0
5.0

www.maxlab.lu.se

under construction

wwwl.psi.ch

1980

srs.dl.ac.uk

under design

cls.usaskca

proposed

www.lnls.br

1996
1979

1.2-1.5

1.5
0.3
2.6
4.0

Website

1976
1974

epics.aps.anl.gov
www.chess.cornell.edu
www.camd.lsu.edu
www-als.Ibl.gov
physics.nist.gov
www.nsls.bnl.gov
www2.slac.Stanford.edu

PEP
PETRA
The facilities with under line are third generation synchrotron radiation facilities
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8GeV
Storage Ring

Straight
Section
Radiation
due to Beam Los

Main Beam Shutter
(MBS)

Booster
Synchrotron

Monochromator
Hutch
Photon Stop
Down Stream Shutter

Gas

(DSS)
Monochromaized
Synchrotron Radiation

-Experimental
Hutch

Beam Stop
Mono-Beam
Fig.l-1 Illustration of the typical insertion device beamline of the SPring-8.
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2. The shielding study of synchrotron radiation
2.1 Introduction
A synchrotron radiation beam has an extremely high power density and high brilliance
with polarization. Distinctive problems on the shielding calculation of synchrotron radiation
are therefore anticipated. In addition, most of the photon energy is less than lOOkeV.
Synchrotron radiation is introduced to an experimental floor by a beamline through various
filters, and the length of the beamline is more than 10m. Moreover, the spectrum and intensity
of synchrotron radiation strongly depend on the type of synchrotron radiation source device
such as wiggler, undulator or bending magnet.
In the third generation facilities of synchrotron radiation such as ESRF (21) , APS(2~2) and
SPring-8(23), many insertion device beamlines are equipped, and shielding analysis is one of
the most important things for the safety of the beamlines. The photons scattered by
components such as optical elements lead to a serious increase of the dose level around the
beamline.

Therefore high accuracy should be required in the shielding design for the

beamlines.
General purpose radiation transport code, especially Monte Carlo code, is difficult to
adapt to beamline shielding calculation because of the necessity of strong attenuation. The
method of point kernel and single-scatter calculation will be useful for shielding design
calculation of beamlines. From the viewpoint of convenience, code is desired that can
calculate consistently from synchrotron radiation sources to dose equivalent outside hutches.
For shielding design calculations of beamlines of synchrotron radiation facilities, the
PHOTON II(2"4)

code was developed and was actually applied to the design calculation for

the beamlines of ESRF(2"5). But the PHOTON II code underestimated doses outside the shield
wall of the hutches in some cases*2"6*. The PHOTON II code has been validly created for
calculations of attenuation by filters, the isotropic scattering process by the optical elements
and the shielding with the walls of the hutches ignoring the buildup effect of the synchrotron
radiation emitted from a wiggler or a bending magnet. However, the polarization effect is
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actually dominant in synchrotron radiation and the code does not simulate the scattering
process. Furthermore, with the considerably high energy X-rays as generated in the third
generation synchrotron radiation facilities, the dose outside the shield wall strongly depends
on the scattering angle. On the basis of the PHOTON IT code, a new shielding design code
STAC8(2"7) has been developed in order to fulfill the above requirements and to be applicable
to the calculations of the radiation emitted from the insertion devices including undulators,
the effect of linear polarization of photons on the scattering process, and the angular
dependence of the coherent and incoherent scattering. The buildup factors have also been
introduced in the shielding calculation.
For verifying the validity of the STAC8 code, calculational results were compared with
those using a Monte Carlo code EGS4(2'8) and with dose distribution data (29) inside the hutch
at the beamline 14C of the Photon Factory of the High Energy Accelerator Organization

(KEKf- 10) ' (2 - n) .
The emitted synchrotron radiation is transmitted to an experimental hall in a beamline
through the bulk shielding wall of the storage ring. Because of high energy and very low
emittance of the stored electrons, high energy synchrotron radiation of extremely high
brilliance (photon intensity per unit source area per unit solid angle per second) is available at
the third generation synchrotron radiation facilities such as SPring-8 compared to that of the
existing synchrotron radiation facilities. These distinguishing features of synchrotron
radiation present rather severe radiation problems on the shielding design for the SPring-8
beamlines. The shielding calculations using the STAC8 code were carried out in order to
clarify the characteristics of the practical beamlines of a third generation synchrotron
radiation facility. The four typical beamlines, which are one beamline of a bending magnet,
one wiggler beamline, and two undulator beamlines, were selected in this chapter and the
dose distributions outside the sidewalls and roofs of the hutches were calculated considering
the linear polarization effects, the slant length of the shield hutch wall and the build-up effect
as functions of scattering angle and azimuthal angle(2"12).

In addition, the shielding

calculations using the STAC8 code were carried out and compared with the dose
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measurements outside the shield walls of the bending magnet beamline of SPring-8(2'13). The
calculational results of PHOTON II were also compared with the measurements and the
STAC8 to make clear the distinctive features of the codes.
Because of the beam power of the synchrotron radiation of the third generation facilities
being so high, scattered synchrotron radiation by the concrete floor, so called groundshine,
causes a seriously high leakage dose so that special consideration for the shielding design of
the beamline hutch is required(2"14). Using the STAC8 code and the combination with the
codes for general purpose, the groundshine can be estimated easily and analyses were
performed for three geometric configurations to prevent the leakage dose increasing outside
the hutches. The three geometric configurations employed are, one with a lead rectangular
plate installed along the base of the inside of the hutch wall, one with the same plate outside
of the hutch wall, and one with the bottom part of the hutch wall embedded in the concrete
floor.

2.2 Development of shielding design code for a synchrotron radiation
beamline, STAC8
On the basis of PHOTON II, the STAC8 code was developed and designed for beamline
shielding of synchrotron radiation. Therefore the distinctive features of synchrotron radiation
were taken into the framing of the code. Specially, synchrotron radiation is quite a narrow
beam with strong directivity so that the scattering area of a scatterer (target) within the
beamline can be restricted. The point kernel and single-scatter methods are quite useful
because of the above reasons and the necessity of strong attenuations of photon. Figure 2-1
shows a flow diagram of the STAC8 code. In contrast with the PHOTON II code, the main
distinctive features of the code are (1) addition of an angle-integrated undulator source
calculation, (2) taking into account angular dependent coherent and incoherent scattering
cross sections with the polarization effect and (3) introducing buildup factors for shielding
calculations and dose conversion factors for dose equivalent calculations.
The code starts its calculation with determining the synchrotron radiation spectrum
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from undulator, wiggler or bending magnet. Secondly, calculations are made for photon
attenuation and heat load in several filters and optical elements and finally doses outside the
shield wall of hutch roof, side and back of hutch are obtained taking into account the angular
dependent scattering cross section with polarization effect and K-fluorescence radiation as
illustrated in Fig.2-2. More detailed descriptions about the above characteristics are given
below.

2.2.1 Synchrotron radiation sources
The source of synchrotron radiation, which is produced by charged particles (specially,
electrons/positrons) moving with relativistic speed in curved trajectories, can be classified
into three sources. There are undulator, wiggler, and bending magnet sources,
(a) Undulator source
An undulator, which consists of periodic magnets, produces a gentle and periodic orbit of
electrons. And for the electron trajectories in an undulator, the angle between the trajectory
slope and the observation direction is smaller than 1/ 7 everywhere, where 7 is the electron
energy in moc2, a unit of the rest mass energy of the electron. The angular width of a radiation
beam from an undulator is, therefore of the order of 1/ 7, and depends on the electron energy
of the storage ring. Since the angular width is very narrow for the high energy synchrotron
radiation facility, the angle integrated flux is quite useful for shielding design calculation and
heat load analysis as well as flux estimation within the central cone. An effective calculation
method for angle integrated flux on some assumptions is given as follows, and based on the
method, a computer code URGENT^'15) has been written. A method similar to URGENT was
employed in the STAC8 code.
On the assumption of neglecting the near field and small velocity field, the spectral and
angular distribution of synchrotron radiation of the «-th harmonics is given by the following,

dErdQ.
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(2-2)

(2-3)
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is a Bessel function and/> is integer, and
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Usually N is a large number so that the formula (2-9) can be expressed as
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n = 1,2,3'

(2-12)

and e, a o, and c are the elementary electric charge, dielectric constant and light velocity,
respectively. / (mA) is a stored current, iV is the number of periods, Ey (keV) is the photon
energy of synchrotron radiation, <D is the frequency of photons with Ey energy, co n is the
frequency of the «-th harmonics, 9, is the observation angle from the electron beam axis,
and ^

is the azimuthal angle from the horizontal plane. Kx and Ky are deflection

parameters in the X and Y directions and these are
Kx,y = eB(x_y)0Au I2nmc= 92AXUB^O

(2-13)

where B(XJ,)o is a peak magnetic field strength in Tesla in the X, or Y direction, and X u is a
magnetic period in meters, and Kl y is the maximum slope of the trajectory of the
electrons(deflection angle). Usually an undulator is a device of the deflection parameter,
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K < 1.0. The spectrum of the angle integrated flux can be obtained by summing the formula
(2-1) with harmonics number n and integrating with the angle, as follows
dF(Er)

.

d2Fn(Ey,O)

dEy

«=i

dErdQ

= 4.556xlO 10 -

I(jnA)

Ey(keV)

-Zl\A (a,0)\L(—)dn
«=i

[photons IeV I sec]

(2-14)

<y,

The total power P of undulator in watts is given by
P = 0.633-E2-Bl-Au-N-I

(2-15)

where E is the electron energy in GeV, N is the number of periods and / is a stored current in
mA. It is seen that the energy and angle integrated flux calculated with STAC8 agrees with
the total power P by the formula (2-15).
(b) Wiggler source
As the deflection parameter K becomes larger so that the deflection angle K/ y is much
larger than y"', a small portion of the trajectory slope can be replaced by segments of a
circle. Therefore, the radiation from a large K undulator will be similar to that from a
sequence of circle trajectories. In such a case, an undulator is referred to as a wiggler. The
spectrum of synchrotron radiation per one millli-radian of opening angle on the orbital plane
from a wiggler is expressed as follows(2'16),
dF{Ex)
dE..

d2F(Er,y/) d

!* v

1 mrad-h

ydy/

3x\Q-3ey2I-2N

r b (

2nchEr

X

2

X

Ey{keV)
[photons I sec/ e VI mrad • h]
(2-16)
An R

18.6
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^ f

1

(2-18)

where h is the Planck constant, X is the wave length of photons and 1 c is the critical wave
length of the wiggler, y/ is the opening angle from the orbital plane. J2^,J\n

are the

modified Bessel functions of the second kind. R is the radius of the circle trajectory of
electrons. Other symbols are the same as for the undulator source.
(c) Bending magnet source
The synchrotron radiation spectrum from a bending magnet can be expressed by the
same formula as a wiggler with 2N=1, because a bending magnet has one magnetic pole.

2.2.2 Attenuation and heat load process of filters
The transmitted photon spectrum through the n-th filter of thickness, r n (cm) are
expressed as follows,
<S>n(Er)\photom/see/eV]=<5>n_,(Er)exv(-vn(Er).Tn)
,
,
dF(Er)
O 0 (Er )\photons I sec/ e V] = — — ^ dEy
M.(Er) = rm(Er) + KA{Er)

(2-19)
(2-20)

+ ZLtiE,)

[cm]

(2-21)

where O n ( £ r ) is the photon beam spectrum through the n-th filter, // n (£ r )in cm is the
attenuation coefficient of the n-th filter, and rn{Ey),

^ncoh{Er),

and ^niM!Oh{Er) are the

absorption coefficient of photoelectric effect, the coherent scattering coefficient, and the
incoherent scattering coefficient in cm, respectively. ^"coh(Er) , and ^"incoh{Er)

are

presented in the next section, precisely.
Heat load within the n-th filter is expressed with considering A'-shell fluorescence as
follows,
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= 1.6xl<r16 .J ^l^.Er(keV)^n_^Ery{\-^{-^SEr)-Tn))dEr
Mn{Er)

Ml &r) = rnea (Ey ) + rea(Er)
<a(Er) = rm(Er)-r"k(E,)•«

§-)

(2-22)

[cm]

(2-23)

[cm]

(2-24)

E

r

where APn in watt is the heat load within the n-th filter, n"a(Ey)

is the energy absorption

coefficient of n-th filter, r"a (Ey) is the photoelectric energy absorption coefficient of the n-th
filter and E"a (Ey) is the energy absorption coefficient due to scattering process ( Compton
recoil electron etc).

T^{EY)

is the energy absorption coefficient at the AT-absorption edge of

the n-th filter, w"k and E% in keV are the K-shell fluorescent yield and the average energy
of the fluorescent photons, respectively.
The evaluated data of each absorption coefficients are provided for all of the elements,
and forty-eight compounds and mixtures by Hubbell(2"17) and Seltzer(2"18). In the STAC8 code,
however, the approximation methods(2"19)>(2"20) are employed for convenient and these are the
same as PHOTON II. The data of rn(Er),

r"a{Ey),

Z ^ ( £ r ) , r ; ( £ r ) a n d wnk are

provided in STAC8 for twenty-four elements, which are hydrogen, helium, beryllium, carbon,
nitrogen, oxygen, aluminum, silicon, phosphorus, argon, calcium, chromium, manganese,
iron, nickel, copper, germanium, krypton, molybdenum, xenon, tantalum, tungsten, and lead.

2.2.3 Scattering process
The last filter is assumed to be the scatterer in the STAC8 code and cylindrical
geometry is employed for the scatterer. The scattered photon intensity considering the linear
polarization effect, is expressed as follows,
fo' Zs{Ey - > E ) • <!>,,_,(Er)• e x p ( - ^ ( E r ) • x)dx

q > ( ^ ) { l ( ( ^ ) 7 - ) }
I , (Ey -*E) = Zncoh (Ey) + EL» (Er)

(2-25)

(2-26)

where Ts is the thickness of the scatterer and n is the last number of filters. Angular
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dependent coherent and incoherent scattering cross sections, including the polarization effect
of photons, are given as follows(2"21).
h

,

.pn-N0-Z/As

(2-27)

-pn-NJAs

(2-28)

oh

(da I dQ)^ = rl • F2 (q, Z) • {l - (sin2 0)(cos2 #)}
(da/d£l)incok

=(ro2/2).S(q,Z)-(E/Er)2

-^rIE

(2-29)
+ EIEr

-2-(sirf 0)-(col </>)}

(2-30)

where T"o is the classical electron radius, 9 is the a scattering angle, <t> is the azimuthal angle
from the electric field vector of photons, EIEy is the ratio of scattered to incident photon
energies. pn ( g/cm3), Z, and As (g) are the density, atomic number, and atomic weight of the
scatterer, respectively. No is Avogadro's constant. F(q,Z) and S(q,Z) are the atomic form
factor and the incoherent scattering function, respectively. Here q = sin( 6 /2)/'X,

where X is

the wave length of the photons.
The atomic form factors F(q,Z) given in the code are as follows:
(1) Hydrogen Z=l ( 2 ' 2 2 )
22

-q2r2

(2-31)

where a0 is the first Bohr radius.
(2) Helium Z = 2 (Bethe-Levinger's formula) (2'23)
F, (q,2) = sin(2 r • tan"1 Q)/{y • 0(1 + Q2f }
r

= (\-(a-Zff2

(2-32)
(2-33)

Q = q/(2aZm0c)

(2-34)

where a is the fine structure constant (1/137),

m0 is the rest mass of electrons and C is

the velocity of light.
(3) For the atomic number Z >2
(a) If q ^2.0, F(q,Z)

is given by(2"24)
(2-35)

where

A(Z,i),

B(Z,i) and C(Z) are coefficients as a function of Z.
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(b) If 2.0 < q <20, F(q,Z)

is obtained by interpolation between Fx{q,Z) and

F2(q,Z).
(c) If q ^ 2 0 , we use the formula (2-32).
A simple method for calculation of the incoherent scattering function is given by Smith
et al. (2'25) as follows,
S(q,Z) = Z[\-(\ + aoq2+bo-q4)-(\

+ co-q2+do-q4r]

(2-36)

where ao, bo, Co, and do are constants depending on Z and tabulated in the literature of Smith.
The same method was used for S(q,Z)

in STAC8. The angle integrated cross sections

obtained with STAC8 confirmed to agree well with the estimation by Hubbell et al.<2-26W2-27> f
as shown in Fig.2-3 for Silicon and in Fig.2-4 for lead.
The fluorescent radiation from the scatterer is introduced and the total K-shell
fluorescence in the scatterer is express as follows,
| ^

/

,

n

( £

r

) . r

n

)

(2-37)

Most of the photon energy of synchrotron radiation is less than 100 keV so that the
self-shielding of the scatterer is important. Therefore, self-shielding of the scatterer is
introduced, and then formula (2-25) can be expressed as follows,
if(rn - x) tan 0(d, then
Mm

(yy)

•exp(-Mn(Er).(Tn-x)/cose)dx
and if (Tn - x) tan 0)d, then

*.(£,*,*) = £ S.(£, ->£)-<Dn_1(£r)-exp(-,a£r).x)
• exp(-//n (Er )d/sin 0)dx
where d is the radius of the cylindrical scatterer. The self-shielding effect for fluorescent
radiation is also introduced in the STAC8 code.

2.2.4 Dose calculation with buildup effect
The flux outside the shield wall is obtained by the formula given below,
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(E, 0, ft • exp(-// 0 (E) • \r\)

®f {Enk) • exp(-// a (E"k • \r\)

(2-40)

—2

R

R = D/(do-ro)

(2-41)

(2-42)

where <f>x{E,0,<t>) is the photon flux at the estimation point, JC, \R\ and are the distance

from the scattering point to the estimation point x, and an effective thickness of the shield
wall of material a, respectively. // a is the linear attenuation coefficient of material

a.Dand

dware the distance from the scattering point to the shield wall and the thickness of the shield
wall, respectively. d0 and r0 are the unit vectors of the perpendicular direction against the
plane of the shield wall and the unit vector in the direction from the scattering point to
estimation point, respectively. As shown in Fig.2-2, three kinds of shield walls (back, roof,
and side) are provided in the STAC8 code so that d0 can be expressed as (1,0,0), or (0,1,0),
or (0,0,1) in rectangular Cartesian coordinates, and r0 also expressed as (cos 6 ,

sin 6 sin

0 , sin 0 cos 4>).
The ambient dose equivalent H*(10), directional dose equivalent H'(0.07) and H'(3.0),
and absorbed dose are obtained by the formula given below, taking into account the buildup
factors of shielding materials,
Dx=Xfx(E)-B{E,/ia-r).C(E)-tx(E,0,t)AE

(2-43)

E

where Dx is the ambient dose equivalent rate, directional dose equivalent rates or absorbed
dose rate at position x . fx(E) is a conversion parameter of the absorbed dose buildup factor
to one of these depth doses(2"28). B(E, na • r) is an absorbed dose buildup factor and C{E)

is a dose conversion factor from flux to absorbed dose rate. The buildup factor B{E, jia • r)
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is calculated by using the Geometrical Progression (GP) method(2'29) for 12 common shield
rnaterials. The dose conversion factor C{E) is quoted from the ICRP data book (230) and its
interpolated data. Based on the formula (2-9), the ambient dose equivalent, directional dose
equivalents and the absorbed dose due to scattered photons are calculated at any position
outside the shield wall. Besides these doses, doses behind the beam shutter due to directly
filtered beams are also calculated, taking into account the buildup effect there.
Figure 2-5 shows, for example, that angular dependence of the dose equivalent values
outside the shield wall and the buildup effects. Here the angle is measured from the incident
beam direction. The radiation source is generated from the wiggler, which has 15 poles and
the peak magnetic field strength of 1.5 Tesla, magnetic period of 18 cm, and critical energy of
64.0 keV. The ring current, stored electron energy, and total power are 100 mA, 8 GeV, and
24.6 kW, respectively. In the attenuation calculation, variation of the slant length of the shield
wall corresponding to the angle was taken into account. As is evident from the figure, the
distribution of the ambient dose equivalent, H*(10), outside the shield wall depends strongly
on the photon scattering angle, forming its peak around a scattering angle of 40 degrees to 50
degrees. The buildup effect ratios on the dose value around the peak are about 2.7 and 2.3 for
a lead wall of 35 mm and 20 mm, respectively.
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Fig.2-1 Main flow diagram of STAC8
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Fig. 2-2 Illustration of the process of the shielding calculation for synchrotron
radiation by using STAC8. (H: Height from beam to roof, DrDistance from beam to
shield wall)

Si

Energy abs.

1OU
Energy(MeV)
Fig.2-3 Angle-integrated scattering cross section of silicon obtained with
STAC8 calculation. Solid, dot dashed, and dashed lines indicate the coherent,
incoherent scattering cross sections and energy absorption coefficient by STAC8
calculations. Full circle, open circle, and open diamond indicate the evaluated
data by Hubbell et al. (2'17^26>
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Energy(MeV)
Fig.2-4 Angle-integrated scattering cross section of lead obtained
with STAC8 calculation. The lines and symbols are the same as in
Fig.2-3.

10'
Pb 20mmt

with Buildup

§

/ without Buildup

0

100
Scattering Angle (degree)

Fig.2-5 Calculated dose equivalent outside the beamline shield as a
function of scattering angle for a wiggler radiation. Open circles and
solid lines, full circles and dashed lines, open diamonds and solid lines,
and full diamonds and dashed lines indicate the STAC8 calculations by
using a lead shield wall of 35 mm thick with and without buildup
effect, and 20 mm thick with and without buildup effect, respectively.
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2.3 Validation Verification of STAC8
In order to verify its validity, the calculation with STAC8 was compared with the
Monte Carlo calculation with an Monte Carlo electro-magnetic cascade simulation code
EGS4, and with a measured dose of distribution data by using TL dosimeters inside the hutch
at the beamline-14C of the Photon Factory of KEK. The actual dose outside the hutch of the
bending magnet beamline of the third generation synchrotron radiation facility on the
radiation measurements were also compared with the calculated results of STAC8.

2.3.1 EGS4 calculation
For the purpose of this verification, the synchrotron radiation source from a wiggler is
assumed. The number of poles, critical energy, period, peak magnetic field strength and ring
current are 66, 64.4 keV, 56 mm, 0.1912 Tesla and 1 mA, respectively. Some filters such as
beryllium and kapton film are considered between the source and optical element by which
the photons are scattered. The configuration of the problem is illustrated in Fig.2-6. The
STAC8 calculation started with the determination of the photon source flux which was also
used as input source data for the EGS4 calculation. The separation between the scattering
point and shield wall is 500 mm. The shield there consists of steel and lead whose thickness
are 0.01 and 1.0 mm, respectively.
The maximum and minimum energies of photons are 2.7 MeV and 30.0 keV, of which
the energy range is divided into nine energy groups. 5,000,000 histories of photons are used
for each energy group in the EGS4 calculation.

Table 2-1 gives the calculation results,

showing that fairly good agreement was obtained between the results with STAC8 and EGS4
expect in the case of a scattering angle of 10 degrees. One of the reasons of the deviation at
10 degrees is considered as follows. The error of the calculated buildup factors will increase
for a wide energy group width and its magnitude may pile up with increase of penetration,
which increases with the decrease of scattering angle. And the other reason is that the
geometrical progression method on the basis of normal incident photons is employed instead
of the factors for obliquely incident pencil beam condition.
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2.3.2 Beamline-14C of Photon Factory
The distribution of exposure due to linear polarized synchrotron radiation within
experimental hutch was measured using a BL-14C beamline of the Photon Factory at the
High Energy Accelerator Organization(KEK). The arrangement of experimental setup is
illustrated in Fig.2-7. The synchrotron radiation beam from the super-conducting vertical
wiggler was collimated in a size of 4.5 x 4.5 cm2. The absolute intensity of photons was
monitored with electron stored beam current, that was calibrated with a calorimeter
developed for the synchrotron radiation beamline experiment(231). A silicon disk of 152.4 mm
in diameter was used as a scatterer and was set two ways. One way was perpendicular to the
X-Z plane with an inclination of 30 degrees with respect to the X-axis (Si(X)), the other way
was perpendicular to the Y-Z plane with an inclination of 60 degrees with respect to the
Y-axis (Si(Y)) as indicated in Fig. 2-7. Another geometry is with no silicon scatterer. LiF TL
dosimeters are used and setup on the concentric circles with radii of 5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm, 20
cm, 40 cm and 50 cm on the plane at Z=22.5 cm, 72.5 cm, 122.5 cm, 172.5 cm and 222.5 cm.
The measured results of exposure on the concentric circle with radius 40.0 cm at
Z=172.5 cm plane are given in Fig.2-8. The calculated results using the STAC8 code are also
involved. The horizontal axis in the figure corresponds to the X-axis and to the azimuthal
angle of 90 degrees in the positive direction and 270 degrees in the negative direction
respectively. Similarly the vertical axis corresponds to the Y-axis and to 0 degrees and 180
degrees. The distance from the graph center to the data point indicates the exposure at each
point in mGy per Joule of incident photons.
Asymmetric distribution on the Si(X), as shown in Fig. 2-8, are observed because of a
shadow effect by the Silicon scatterer and its holder. On the right hand side distribution of
Si(X) where no shadow effect is there, the calculations are fairly good agreement with
observed distribution. The X-axis (horizontal axis) at Z=172.5 cm are shown in Fig. 2-9. The
remarkable features of this figure are that the Si(Y) distribution is under the distribution
without the Silicon scatterer and that a very low exposure rate is found near the center region
of Si(X) distribution because of the shadow effect. The STAC8 calculation shows close
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agreement with the Si(X) distribution in the region without shadow effect. Figure 2-10 shows
the exposure distribution along the Y-axis (vertical axis) at an azimuthal angle 0 degrees just
behind the silicon scatterer at Z=1725 mm. The features that are easily noticed are that the
distributions for the Si(X) and Si(Y) geometries are nearly equal at the region of larger R and
that the STAC8 calculation agrees well with the exposure distribution for the Si(Y) geometry.

Table 2-1 Comparison of the calculations with STAC8 and EGS4
for the dose equivalent outside the shield.

Scattering angle
(degree)

10

38

64

90

Dose(Sv/h)

0.238

5.76

15.8

10.9

0.112

5.33

12.9

8.71

(by STAC8)
Dose(Sv/h)
(byEGS4)

+5.1% +2.5% +2.5% +3.0%
-4.7% -2.3%

-2.5% -2.9%

Ratio
(STAC8/EGS4)

2.13
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Fig.2-6 Geometrical arrangement for a benchmark problem of beamline shielding.
Thickness of Be, He, Al, Air, Kapton, Be and Si are 0.009,30,0.015,23.9,0.1,0.015
and 20mm, respectively.

Inside hutch
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wall
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Synchrotron
radiation

Vertical
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Fig.2-7 Modeled configuration for the experiment of exposure distribution within the
experimental hutch of BL14C at Photon Factory of KEK
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Dose [mGy • J ]
Fig.2-8
Exposure rate on the concentric circle with radius 40.0 cm at Z = 1725mm plane.
The open circle and dot line indicates the measurement data with inclined silicon crystal with
respect to the X-axis, SipC), full square and dot line indicates the data with inclined silicon
crystal with respect to the Y-axis, Si(Y), and the full circle and dot line indicates the data
without the silicon crystal. The cross and dot line indicate the STAC8 calculation. The
exposure is indicated by the distance from the graph center to the data point.
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Fig.2-9 The distribution of exposure on the horizontal axis at Z=l 725mm. The solid
line indicates the STAC8 calculation. The flail circle and dot line indicates the
measurement data with inclined silicon crystal with respect to the X-axis, Si(X), full
square and dot line indicates the data with inclined silicon crystal with respect to the
Y-axis, Si(Y), and the full diamond indicates the data without the silicon crystal.
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Fig.2-10 The distribution of exposure on the vertical axis at Z=1725mm. The solid
line indicates the STAC8 calculation. The open circle and dot line indicates the
measurement data with inclined silicon crystal with respect to the X-axis, Si(X),
open square and dot line indicates the data with inclined silicon crystal with respect
to the Y-axis, Si(Y), and open diamond indicates the data without the silicon
crystal.
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2.4 Application to the shielding design of a practical beamline
The shielding design calculations using STAC8 were carried out to apply to practical
beamlines with considering polarization effect and clarifying the characteristics of the
beamline of third generation synchrotron radiation facilities. In addition, the shielding
calculations were compared with the measurements outside the shield wall of the bending
magnet beamline. The groundshine, which demands special considerations in third generation
facilities, was investigated by using the combination of STAC8 and the general-purpose codes,
G33-GP2(2-32) and ITS3.0(2'33).

2.4.1 Typical beamlines of SPring-8
The beamlines of SPring-8 are classified by synchrotron radiation source into wiggler,
undulator and bending magnet beamlines for safety analysis, because the energy spectra from
the bending magnet, the undulator and the wiggler are quite different from each other. It is of
crucial importance for the shielding design of beamlines to take into account these differences.
The energy spectra of the above three types of photon sources were calculated using
synchrotron radiation shielding design code STAC8 for the parameters of the typical photon
sources of SPring-8(334) given in Table 2-2, including the parameters of optics hutches. The
BL08W wiggler beamline is designed for Compton-scattering spectroscopy with circular
polarized photons. The BL47XU and BL45XU are undulator beamlines. The former is
designed for optics and imaging R&D with horizontal linear polarized photons generated by
an in-vacuum type undulator, and the latter is for the research of structural biology with
vertical linear polarized photons by a tandem type undulator. The BL02B1 bending magnet
beamline is designed for crystal structure analysis. The calculated polar angle integrated total
fluxes are given in Fig.2-11. Sizes and lead thickness of each optics hutch are also indicated
in Table 2-2. The shield is fundamentally constructed with a hutch wall and local scatterer
shield. The thickness of the roof is the same as the sidewall. In the calculations, a 10 mm thick
copper disk was used as a scatterer in the place of an optical element such as a silicon crystal
for conservative analysis. The dose distributions outside the hutches due to scattered
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synchrotron radiation were calculated with considering the build-up effect and self-shielding
of the scatterer. The slant length of shield wall is also considered to depend on both the
azimuthal and scattering angle to introduce the polarization effect. On the other hand, in the
calculations without polarization effect, the slant length of the shield wall is considered not to
depend on the azimuthal angle.
The dose distributions calculated outside the optics hutch sidewall are shown in
Fig.2-12. This figure indicates that the dose strongly depends on the scattering angle. The
doses calculated by PHOTON II are 5.0xl0~5uGy/h-mA and 3.6xlO"7uXjy/h-mA for the
BL02B1 and the BL08W beamline, respectively. The reason that the PHOTON II obviously
underestimated the dose values is thought to be caused by neglect of the build-up effect and
coherent scattering. Besides, isotropic scattering is assumed with 90 degrees of scattered
photon energy. Figure 2-13 indicates the azimuthal angle dependence of the dose
distributions obtained in consideration of the linear polarization effect and slant length at the
side and the roof walls. The azimuthal angle is defined to be 0 degrees on the horizontal plane.
These distributions were calculated at the scattering angles 40, 50 and 60 degrees to
determine the maximum dose values and positions. As shown in Figs.2-12 and 2-13, the dose
distributions strongly depend on the scattering angle and the azimuthal angle because of the
anisotropic scattering process of photons and angular dependence of slant length. The dose is
specially high in the scattering angle range 50 to 60 degrees and azimuthal angle range 0 to 10
degrees on the BL45XU beamline for vertical polarized photons, and 80 to 90 degrees on the
BL47XU and BL02B1 beamlines for horizontal polarized photons. Besides, the figure shows
that the highest dose outside the sidewall should appear on the BL45XU beamline. The local
shields, therefore, will be very effective and also economical from the viewpoint of the shield
weight.

2.4.2 Comparison with measured data of a bending magnet beamline of SPring-8
The shielding designs of the SPring-8 beamlines were performed by STAC8 and the
construction of the BL14B1 bending beamline(235) was completed. This beamline is very
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adequate for benchmark experiments, because the high power of the radiation can be obtained
without so called local shielding and the roof of the hutch was designed to shield in severe
conditions in order to reduce the weight. Thus leakage dose measurements outside the shield
wall of the roof were planned to be carried out and compared with the calculations. The dose
distribution around the scatterer (first mirror) was also measured to compare with the
calculations,
(a) Outline of the SPring-8 BL14B1 beamline
The BL14B1 beamline was designed for experiments in various kinds of structural
studies, particularly

in the field of high-pressure,

high-temperature

science and

surface-interface structural studies. This beamline can be operated in three modes with
different experimental requirements. One is white X-ray experiments in the white X-ray
experimental hutch. One is monochromatic X-ray experiments in the white X-ray
experimental hutch, and the other is monochromatic X-ray experiments in the monochromatic
X-ray experimental hutch. On the beamline, a set of two permanent filters (twin 0.25 mm of
beryllium) was installed. Figure 2-14 shows a layout of the beamline in the downstream
experimental area in which an optics hutch and two experimental hutches are sited. The major
optical elements are a slit, two view ports, two mirrors, a double crystal monochromator and
two beam shutters. In addition, two photon stops and one beam stop were installed for
radiation protection. The first mirror was installed to eliminate the higher harmonics of
synchrotron radiation and to collimate the vertical component of synchrotron radiation. The
second mirror is for focusing the vertical component of synchrotron radiation. The double
crystal monochromator was installed to monochromize the synchrotron radiation and to focus
the horizontal component of synchrotron radiation. The main beam shutter (MBS) was
installed inside the shielding wall of the storage ring to control the synchrotron radiation beam
to be transmitted into the beamline and the beam shutter is to control the white or
monochromatic synchrotron radiation to be transmitted into the experimental hutch. The
photon stop made of lead is to prevent gas bremsstrahlung(2M) from expanding to the
downstream position of the beamline, while the beam stop, usually installed at the most
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downstream of the beamline, is to prevent the monochromatic synchrotron radiation beam
from leaking out of the experimental hutch wall. The optical elements, which are installed in
the downstream position in the optics hutch, can be moved up and down to the adequate
position for the experimental purpose. Therefore the local shielding made of lead, which is
normally installed for standard beamlines of SPring-8, cannot be employed. The walls of both
the optics and experimental hutches are designed to shield against scattered synchrotron
radiation. The thickness of the hutch wall was determined depending on the location of the
hutch and the direction against the beam path,
(b) Experimental conditions
The synchrotron radiation white beam injected into the first mirror and then the doses
outside the first mirror case were measured by using a TLD-100 thermo-luminescence
dosimeter ( Harshaw/Bicron USA). The dose distributions outside the shield wall of the roof
were measured by using the white beam of synchrotron radiation with an AE133L ionization
chamber made by Oyo Giken Co. Ltd. in Japan. The first mirror and the location of the TLD
dosimeters are illustrated in Fig.2-15, including the injected condition of the synchrotron
radiation beam. The dose measurements were made by the synchrotron radiation from the
bending magnet and the key parameters are given in Table 2-3. During the measurements, the
upstream optical aperture was fixed at the angular divergence of 1.0 mradian (vertical) x 1.55
mradian (horizontal) corresponding to the beam size of 35 mm (vertical) x 54 mm (horizontal)
at the center of the first mirror. However, the vertical divergence of the synchrotron radiation
from the bending magnet is nearly 0.063 mradian so that the vertical aperture size is extensive
sufficiently and the true beam size is 4.4 mm in vertical at the center of the first mirror. The
size of the first mirror made of a rhodium coated silicon body is 50 mm in thickness, 90 mm
in width, and 800 mm in length. As shown in Fig.2-15, the white beam of synchrotron
radiation is injected into the first mirror. The soft X-ray component is reflected and
transmitted to the monochromator by the inclining mirror of 4 mradian, and the other
component is scattered mainly by the mirror and the support made of stainless steel. The
photon dose measured on the stainless steel box of the mirror was scattered from the mirror
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and the support. The roof wall of the optics hutch was designed and constructed with a lead
plate of 8 mm thick, sandwiched by the iron plates of 5.6 mm.
(c) Dose calculations
The dose calculations were made at two important sampling points, one was outside the
roof of the optics hutch and the other was outside the mirror box. See Fig.2-14 and 2-15. In
this calculation, a silicon rod of 540 mm in length and 2.0 mm in radius was used as the first
mirror, because a cylindrical scatterer is normally employed in shielding design calculations
and can only be calculated in PHOTON II and STAC8 code.

The average path length in the

mirror for the spread photons of the divergence of 63 uradian is 540 mm, and 2.0 mm for the
scattered photons of 90 degrees in the case of the inclining mirror of 4 mradian. The incident
photons would be capable of hitting the mirror support so that a scatterer made of steel, the
same size as the silicon scatterer, was also considered. The distances between the scatterer
and the outside of the roof and mirror box were 1900, and 185 mm, respectively.
The roof wall spans parallel to the plane expanded with the beam path and the
polarization vector. The slant length is considered to depend on both the azimuthal and the
scattering angle to introduce the polarization effect in the STAC8 calculation. On the other
hand, in the calculations without the polarization effect, the slant length of the shield wall is
considered not to depend on the azimuthal angle,
(d) Results and discussion
The spectra of radiation as emitted from the bending magnet and those attenuated by the
beryllium filter, 0.5 mm in thickness, are shown in Fig.2-16. including the reflected photon
spectrum by the inclined rhodium coated silicon body mirror of 4 mradian. The part of the
synchrotron radiation photons are reflected and move into the monochromator, and the rest
are scattered by the mirror. The reflected photon spectrum is calculated by using X-ray
reflection theory(2'36) without considering the roughness of the rhodium surface.
Figure 2-17 shows the calculations of the dose due to scattered photons outside the
mirror box. The measurement data by using TLD dosimeters are also plotted. The vertical
axis indicates the cumulative absorbed dose in air during the synchrotron radiation irradiation
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of 2.996 x 106mA-s, and the horizontal axis indicates the distance from the center of the top
plate of the mirror box. The calculations using PHOTON II are also plotted. In the calculation,
two scatterer materials, silicon and steel, are considered. This figure indicates that the dose
strongly depends on the sampling points of the mirror box, and the calculations by using
STAC8 show good agreement with the measurements. On the other hand, the results of the
PHOTON II calculations underestimated the measurements.
The calculations of the dose distribution outside the roof of the optics hutch are shown
in Fig.2-18, including measurement results. This figure indicates that the dose strongly
depends on the scattering angle and most of the measurement results are between the
calculations using the silicon scatterer and the steel scatterer. Both of the dose distributions,
measurement results and calculations using STAC8, are very similar and the maximum
position of the distribution is well coincident with those of the measurements. The doses
calculated by the PHOTON II code are also plotted in Fig.2-18, indicating that the PHOTON
II obviously underestimated the dose values. The reason for this underestimation is thought to
be caused by the neglect of the coherent scattering process and the buildup effect, however
without considering the self-shielding of the scatterer in PHOTON II calculations. Besides,
isotropic scattering is assumed with the ninety degree scattered photon energy.
Figure 2-19 indicates the azimuthal angle dependence of the dose distributions
obtained in consideration of the linear polarization effect and slant length outside the roof of
the optics hutch. The azimuthal angle is defined to be 0 degrees on the horizontal plane. These
distributions were calculated at the scattering angles, 50 degrees, 55 degrees, and 60degrees,
corresponding to the maximum dose values and positions. The measurement data, which
correspond to doses at the positions of the scattering angles of 53.6 and 57.2 degrees, are also
indicated.
As shown in Figs.2-18 and 2-19, the dose distributions strongly depend on the
scattering angle and azimuthal angle because of the anisotropic scattering process of photons
and the angular dependence of the slant length. The dose is especially high in the scattering
angle of 55 to 65 degrees and azimuthal angle of 80 to 100 degrees. The STAC8 calculations
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show fairly good reproducibility to the measurements results.

2.4.3 Application to the estimation of groundshine
For the shielding calculation of the beamline hutch, leakage doses outside the hutch due
to scattered synchrotron radiation from the concrete floor of the hutch, so called groundshine,
were considered together with the penetration component. For this purpose, the hutch wall
composed of a lead plate of 10mm thick sandwiched by iron plates, 5 mm thick, was
employed. In the calculations, we assumed three geometric configurations; one with a lead
rectangular plate installed along the foot of the inside of the hutch wall, one with the same
plate outside of the hutch wall and one with the bottom part of the hutch wall embedded in the
concrete floor, shown in Figs.2-20, 2-21, and 2-22. The calculations were performed with a
photon shielding code G33-GP2(232) which allows only single scattering in the floor. Validity
of the calculation was verified by comparing the G33-GP2 calculations with those using a
Monte Carlo code ITS3.0(2"33). A rectangular plate model was employed for G33-GP2 and a
slab-cylinder model for ITS3.0, shown in Fig.2-23.
The calculational results of the doses outside the hutches due to mono-energy photons
are shown in Figs. 2-24, 2-25, 2-26, and 2-27 for each geometrical configuration of T= 1 mm,
or D= 10 mm, or without additional shield on the assumption of the intensities of 1 photon per
second at 2 m away from the hutch wall and lm in height from the floor. In these cases, the
effective shield can be expected for low energy photons and unexpected for high energy
photons in the configuration of the lead plate installed inside the hutch. On the other hand,
both energies of photons can be shielded effectively by using the lead plate outside the hutch
in comparison with those of the inside lead plate. In the configuration of the bottom part of
hutch wall embedded in the concrete floor, the effective shield can be expected for low energy
photons and unexpected for high energy photons, moreover maximum doses appear at the
nearside of the hutch wall. The same tendencies are recognized for different thickness, T, or
depth, D, of the configurations.
The leakage doses due to groundshine of the SPring-8 beamlines were estimated by
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using the combination of the STAC8 code calculation and the G33-GP2 calculations as
indicated in the above. Photon spectra were calculated by STAC8 on the condition of
synchrotron radiation perpendicularly scattered and fifty-degree scattering by copper, as
shown in Fig. 2-28. In these cases, the synchrotron radiation sources of a typical wiggler,
in-vacuum undulator and bending magnet as indicated in the former section 2.4.1 were
employed. The results for the wiggler beamline are indicated in Figs.2-29, 2-30 and 2-31 for
the three different configurations. The same tendencies appeared for the undulator and the
bending magnet beamlines. Seeing the calculated doses without additional shield (indicated as
"Flat" in the figures), the dose rate due to groundshine will be found to be at a serious level
for the 8 GeV class synchrotron radiation beamline. The G33-GP2 calculation and the ITS3.0
calculation can be compared with each other in the "Flat" case to show good agreement near
outside of the hutch wall and with high level of leakage dose. In comparison with the results
for the three geometrical models, the configuration with the lead plate installed along the foot
of the outside of the hutch wall is found to be the most effective shielding method against the
groundshine, because shielding photons after being scattered by the floor is the most effective.
In this configuration, Fig.2-30 shows that a lead plate, 2mm thick and 30 cm or more in width,
is required along the foot of the hutch for reducing the dose down to the one due to
penetration component at 1 m in height from the floor.
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Table 2-2 Key parameters of synchrotron radiation sources and optics hutches for
shielding calculation of typical beamlines of SPring-8.

Beamline
Type of ID
Power
(W/mA)
Period length
(mm)
Number of Periods
Magnetic field
(peak) (T)
Critical energy
(keV)
Polarization
Scattered*1}
Optics Hutch size
Distance (m) from
SR beam to side wall
Distance (m) from
scatterer to back wall

BL08W

BL47XU

BL45XU

Wiggler

Undulator
(hi-Vacuum)
110

Undulator Bending
(Tandem)
Magnet
27.5
2.25

180
120

32

37

BL02B1

39270
(Bending radius)

37
1.0

140
0.78

40X2
0.5

42.7

0.68
29.0

circular

linear
(horizontal)
Cu (lcm)

Cu(lcm)

linear
(linear)
(vertical)
Cu(lcm)
u(lcm)

2.35

1.7

1.03

0.6

4.0

7.5

8.0

1.75

Lead Thickness(*2)(mm)
15
15
10
Side wall
10
15
Local shield
5
3
30
20
10
(total)
13
Back wall
40
20
20
40
45
30
Local shield
10
85
50
20
(total)
50
(*1) Cu scatterer is assumed instead of optical elements for safety analysis.
(*2) The hutch wall is designed to be constructed with lead plate, sandwiched
by iron plates, 5mm thick.
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Table 2-3 The key parameters of the BL14B1 beamline of SPring-8
and experimental conditions

Light source

Bending magnet

Storage ring energy

8

Peak strength of magnetic field

0.68 T

Bending radius

39.27 m

Critical energy

29.0 keV

Opening angle

Vertical

l.Omradian

Horizontal
Beam size

GeV

1.55 mradian

4.4 mm x 54 mm (VxH)
at the center of the first mirror

Permanent filters

Be

0.25 mm x 2

Maximum inclined angle of first mirror
Maximum stored beam current

4 mradian
100 mA

Cumulative stored current
during the measurements

2.996 x 106 mA-s

Polarization vector is on the horizontal plane
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Fig.2-11 Angle-integrated synchrotron radiation spectra from the typical SPring-8
beamlines of a bending magnet, wiggler and undulator, calculated by the STAC8
code.
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Fig.2-12 Calculated dose distributions outside the side wall of the optics hutch of
the typical SPring-8 beamlines as a function of scattering angle. Full square
indicates the dose outside the BL08W beamline hutch, open circle is for BL45XU,
open square is for BL47XU, and full circle is for BL02B1.
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Fig.2-13 Dose distributions of the scattered photons outside the side wall (above figure)
and the roof (below figure) of the optics hutches calculated in consideration of the linear
polarization effect. The slant length is considered to depend on both the azimuthal and the
scattering angle to introduce the polarization effect. The side walls of the BL47XU and
BL02B1 beamlines stand parallel to the beam path and perpendicular to the photon
polarization vector, and parallel to the photon polarization vector for the BL45XU
beamline. The roof walls of the BL47XU and BL02B1 beamline are parallel to the plane
expanded with the beam path and polarization vector, and perpendicular for the BL45XU
beamline.
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Layout of the BL14B1 bending magnet beamline of SPring-8. The synchrotron radiation beam comes from the left side of the

figure. The MBS is the main beam shutter. The white and monochromatic X-ray experiments can be performed in the upstream side of the
experimental hutch. Experiments using only the monochromatic X-ray beam are permitted in the downstream experimental hutch.
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Fig.2-15

Illustration of the first mirror and the location of the four TLD dosimeters. The synchrotron radiation beam

injected into the rhodium coated silicon body mirror. The soft X-ray component of
and transmitted to the monochromator by the inclining mirror.
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Fig. 2-16 Photon spectra of the BL14B1 beamline. The solid line indicates the
synchrotron radiation source emitted from the bending magnet. The open circle and
dot line indicates the attenuated spectrum by beryllium filters. The open diamond
and dot-dashed line indicates the reflected spectrum by inclining the rhodium
coated silicon body mirror of 4 mradian.
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Fig. 2-17 Dose distributions of the scattered photons outside the mirror box. The
horizontal axis indicates the distance from the center of the top plane of the mirror box
and the vertical axis indicates the absorbed dose in air. Full circles indicate the
measurement data by using the TLD dosimeters. Open circle and solid line indicates the
results of the STAC8 calculation by using the silicon scatterer. Open square and
dot-dashed line indicates the STAC8 calculations by using the steel scatterer. Double
circle and open diamond indicate the results of the PHOTON II calculation using the
silicon scatterer and the steel scatterer, respectively.
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10
50
100
Scattering angle (deg.)
Fig.2-18 Dose distribution outside the roof of the optics hutch of the BL14B1
beamline. Full circles indicate the measurements results by using the ionization
chamber. Open triangle and dot line, and inverse triangle and dot-dashed line
indicate the STAC8 calculations without considering the polarization effect by
using the silicon scatterer and the steel scatterer, respectively. Double circle and
open diamond indicate the results of the PHOTON II calculations using the silicon
and the steel scatterer, respectively.
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Fig. 2-19 Dose distribution depending on the azimuthal angle of the scattered
photons outside the roof of the optics hutch of the BL14B1 beamline calculated in
consideration of the linear polarization effect. Full and double circles indicate the
measurement results at the scattering angles of 57.2 and 53.6 degrees, respectively.
Open circle and dot line, open diamond and dot-dashed line, and open square and
dashed line indicate the STAC8 calculations by using the steel scatterer at the
scattering angles of 50 degrees, 55 degrees, and 60 degrees, respectively.
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Fe 5m

Fig.2-20 Calculational configuration of ground shine by using G33-GP2. Lead plate, T mm
thick, installed along the foot of the inside of the hutch wall.

Fe Sim

Fig.2-21 Calculational configuration of ground shine by using G33-GP2. Lead plate,
T mm thick, installed along the foot of the outside of the hutch wall.
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Fig.2-22 Calculational configuration of ground shine by using G33-GP2. The bottom
part of hutch wall, D mm in depth, embedded in the concrete floor.

Fe

5M

Fig. 2-23 Calculational configuration of ground shine by using Monte Carlo code
ITS3.0.
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Fig. 2-24 Doses outside the hutch due to groundshine with mono-energy
photons for the geometrical configuration of a 1 mm thick rectangular plate
installed along the foot on the inside of the hutch wall, as shown in Fig. 2-20
and T=lmm. The numbers indicate the photon energies.
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Fig. 2-25 Doses outside the hutch due to groundshine with mono-energy
photons for the geometrical configuration of a 1 mm thick rectangular plate
installed along the foot on the outside of the hutch wall, as shown in Fig.2-21
and T=lmm. The numbers indicate the photon energies.
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Fig.2-26 Doses outside the hutch due to groundshine with mono-energy
photons for the geometrical configuration of the bottom part of a hutch wall
embedded in a 10 mm deep concrete floor, as shown in Fig.2-22 and D=10 mm.
The numbers indicate the photon energies.
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Fig. 2-27 Doses outside the hutch due to groundshine with mono-energy
photons for a cylinder model, as shown in Fig.2-23. The solid, dashed, dot, and
dot-dashed lines indicate the results by using G33-GP2 and the symbols of I are
by using ITS 3.0. The numbers indicate the photon energies.
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400
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Scattered Photon Energy(KeV)
Fig. 2-2 8 Scattered photon spectra of a synchrotron radiation beam by STAC8
calculations. Full circle with solid line indicates the scattered photon spectra with
fifty degrees scattering angle due to a copper scatterer, 10 mm thick, with photon
beam from a bending magnet. Open circle with dot line indicates the scattered
photon spectra in a perpendicular direction scattering from the bending magnet
source with a copper scatterer. Full square and solid line, and open square and dot
line also indicate the scattered photon spectra from an undulator in direction of fifty
and ninety degrees, respectively. Full diamond and solid line, and open diamond
and dot line also indicate the scattered photon spectra from the wiggler in direction
of fifty and ninety degrees, respectively
10V
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Distance from hutch shield wall (cm)

Fig. 2-29 Dose distributions due to groundshine along the outside floor of the hutch
with and without a lead shield of various thickness. The lead plate is installed along the
inside foot of the hutch. Photon sources are the photons scattered in the ninety degree
direction by copper at 2m away from the hutch wall. Solid line: dose distribution due
to groundshine; dot line: dose distribution due to penetrated photons; black circle: the
dose due to direct photons at lm in height above the floor (the same level as the source
point inside the hutch).
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Fig. 2-30 Dose distributions due to groundshine along the outside floor of the hutch
with and without a lead plate shield of various thickness installed along the outside
foot of the hutch. Solid line: dose distribution due to groundshine; dot line: dose
distribution due to penetrated photons; black circle: the dose due to direct photons at
lm in height above the floor (the same level as the source point inside the hutch).

Distance from hutch shield wall (cm)
Fig. 2-31 Dose distributions due to groundshine along the outside floor of the
hutch with and without a hutch wall of various depth embedded in the floor. Solid
line: dose distribution due to groundshine; dot line: dose distribution due to
penetrated photons; black circle: the dose due to direct photons at lm in height
above the floor (the same level of the source point inside the hutch).
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2.5 Conclusions
An advanced shielding design code for synchrotron radiation beamlines, STAC8, has
been developed on the basis of the PHOTON II code for the purpose of shielding design of
the so-called third generation synchrotron radiation beamline. With this code, we can make a
radiation source estimation from the bending magnet, wiggler and undulator, attenuation
calculations of photons by the filter and beam-shutter, taking into account buildup factors,
scattering calculations by various optical elements considering angular dependence of the
scattering process and the polarization effect of photons, and penetration calculation through
the shield wall, consistently.
In order to verify its validity, the calculations with STAC8 were compared with the
calculational results using the EGS4 calculations and the measurements of the dose inside the
hutch of a linear polarized wiggler beamline. The agreement of the STAC8 and the EGS4
calculations was fairly good except for the region of small scattering angles. This fact
suggests that it is necessary to take into account buildup factors in the shielding calculations,
while PHOTON II does not. The calculations with shield design code, STAC8, using the
beamline of the wiggler, the BL14C beamline of KEK, were compared with the
measurements using the TLD dosimeters. The calculations and measurements had good
agreement and the dose distributions inside the hutch strongly depend on the scattering angle
and azimuthal angle.
To realize the characteristics of the shielding conditions of the beamlines in
third-generation facilities, the dose distributions outside the hutch due to the synchrotron
radiation of the typical beamlines in SPring-8 were calculated with the STAC8 code. The
results showed that the dose distribution outside the hutch strongly depends on the scattering
angle and the azimuthal angle, while PHOTON II does not.
In comparison with the measurement using TLD dosimeters and the ionization
chamber for the dose distribution outside the hutch of the practical beamline of the bending
magnet, the results of STAC8 calculations had fairly good agreement. The position, which
indicates the maximum value of calculated leakage dose using STAC8 is well coincident with
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those of the measurements. This concludes that STAC8 is very reliable for shielding design
calculation of the beamline hutch. On the other hand, with PHOTON II the dose of the
scattered photons were underestimated.
In addition to the bulk shielding calculation for the scattered synchrotron radiation, the
consideration for the groundshine is required in designing the synchrotron radiation
beamlines of the third generation facilities such as SPring-8 because the distinguishing
feature of the synchrotron radiation from the SPring-8 is extremely high intensity involving
high energy photons. The groundshine was found to be a dominant source to determine the
structure at the joint between the hutch wall and the concrete floor. The present calculation
shows that adding lead plate shielding along the foot outside of the hutch wall is more
effective than any other shielding structures.
Using the STAC8 code, we can obtain the leakage dose distribution due to synchrotron
radiation with satisfactory accuracy and can easily find out the direction in which the
maximum leakage dose value will occur so that we can make full use of so called local
shielding.
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3. The study of high energy radiation within the beamline of
synchrotron radiation
3.1 Introduction
In addition to the synchrotron radiation as discussed in the previous chapter,
other radiations can creep into beamlines. These are gas bremsstrahlung, as well as
neutrons, photons, muons due to stored electron beam loss within the storage ring
vacuum chamber. Including high energy photons, gas bremsstrahlung directly creeping
into the beamlines can be a serious radiation source because of its extremely high
intensity and high energy at the straight sections for insertion devices of the third
generation synchrotron radiation facility. In addition, the intense and high energy gas
bremsstrahlung generates photoneutrons through the interaction with high Z materials.
The gas bremsstrahlung and associated photoneutrons can pose a serious radiation
hazard for the beamline personnel. A detailed study of gas bremsstrahlung is, therefore,
required especially for third generation synchrotron radiation facilities, such as
ESRF (3-i)

APSP-2)

^

sPring-8(3'3). The radiation due to stored electron beam loss

can be estimated by using the same shielding methods for the electron accelerators, and
the doses are small in comparison with that of gas bremsstrahlung during the period of
the stable stored electron beam mode (see Appendix 1).
Many gas bremsstrahlung measurements have been made at several facilities
with various methods(WM3"5)>(3"6)>(3"7M3'8M3'9). These measurements were performed at
lower energies compared to the storage ring energies of the third generation facilities
and quantitative evaluations have been carried out by various authors(3"10)'(3~11)>(3"12)'(3"13).
However, it is doubted that the results of the estimations can be applied to the third
generation facilities because of the long straight sections and the stored electrons with
high energy. Moreover, it is not sure whether the simulation conditions based on the
recommendation of Ferrari

(313)

for gas bremsstrahlung production can be applied to

the third generation facilities to get sufficient accuracy of angular distribution of the
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photon emission. The simulation usually assumes air at atmospheric pressure and the
results obtained are linearly scaled to the typical pressure of the storage ring of 133
nPa 810-9 torr), but the scaling procedure is not necessarily always possible. Recently
detailed bremsstrahlung measurements were conducted for the beamlines of the 7.0
GeV APS using a lead glass detector(314). The measurements of the APS show the
measured intensities are about one fifth of the estimated intensities obtained from the
measured effective atomic number of the residual gas. Moreover, the total emission
angle of the gas bremsstrahlung is assumed to be 1/y, where y is the ratio of the stored
electron energy to electron rest mass and the characteristics of the stored electron beam
conditions such as beam divergence were ignored.
A few measurements of the photoneutrons due to gas bremsstrahlung were
performed, however there are some problems in the experiments. At the 7 GeV
Advanced Photon Source^"15) storage ring, the photoneutrons were measured using an
Andersson-Braun type rem-meter. However, the effect of pile up of the rem-meter due
to extremely high exposure rate of synchrotron radiation was not discussed. In addition,
the rem-meter was set inside a small lead shield box to reduce exposure rate so that the
response of the rem-meter should be changed. Also, measurement results were
compared with the estimations using Monte Carlo electromagnetic shower code
EGS4 (3-i6) a t t h g S t a n f o r c j

Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory

(317)

with a 3 GeV

storage ring. As indicated in the paper, however, the errors of the measurements were
about a factor of two and about 50 % for the calculations. Besides, the photons emitted
from

226

Ra were employed in the calibration of the Geiger-Mueller counter for the

measurements of gas bremsstrahlung, and radioisotope neutrons in calibration of
moderated BF3 detector for photoneutron measurements. Both measurements of the
facilities were performed without considering the high energy neutrons above 20 MeV
which are produced by the quasi-deuteron production and photo-pion production
process.
Detailed investigation on the behavior of gas bremsstrahlung and associated
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photoneutrons is required for SPring-8, which is the synchrotron radiation facility with
currently the highest stored energy of 8 GeV together with the features of very low
beam emittance and many long straight sections up to 40 meters. In this study,
therefore the simulation conditions of gas bremsstrahlung production were investigated
to apply to the third generation facilities with sufficient

accuracy and the

measurements of gas bremsstrahlung were performed as a function of the aperture
sizes of two beamlines. The measurements were compared with the simulations,
considering the stored beam conditions of sizes and beam divergences. The dose
distribution due to direct gas bremsstrahlung that was investigated, strongly depends
on the size of the scoring area in the Monte Carlo simulation for averaging the
calculated dose and also depends on the stored beam conditions strongly.
The photoneutron production and the dose due to gas bremsstrahlung were
estimated, taking into account giant resonance, quasi-deuteron and photo-pion reaction
processes by preparing the photoneutron production cross sections, and the results
were compared with and without considering the quasi-deuteron and photo-pion
reaction processes. The measurements of photoneutrons generated by the interactions
of gas bremsstrahlung with lead and copper targets are presented using high sensitive
Bonner type helium-3 counters with polyethylene moderators of different thickness to
estimate the neutron spectrum. The measurements were performed outside the optics
hutch to reduce the effects of synchrotron radiation. The photoneutron production and
transport calculations were also performed to get the initial guess spectrum for the
unfolding calculation. The measurement data of the effective dose due to
photoneutrons were compared with the calculations and the previous data(315)>(317).
The laser electron photon beamline of SPring-8 is an unique beamline which
provides a large number of tagged and polarized photons with an energy up to 3.5 GeV
to be used for investigations of quark nuclear physics(3'18)>(3'19). Multi GeV class
photons with incommensurably high intensity are generated by a method of Compton
back-scattering of a short-wavelength laser light from a stored 8 GeV electron beam.
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Besides, photo-neutrons are produced with seriously high intensity through interactions
between the laser electron photons and beamline components like a beam dump. The
beamline is required to be shielded sufficiently at the restricted narrow space, which is
surrounded by the adjacent synchrotron radiation beamlines. Therefore we must make
full use of the so-called local shielding to shield effectively. Actually, two hutches must
be designed in tandem and connected with each other using beam transport pipe,
because of the restrictions on space. The local shield, which has special structure, a
combination of sweep magnet and collimators, must be installed, accordingly.
Although these distinguishing features present extremely sever radiation problems for
the shielding design, the shielding methods, which are based on the measurements of
gas bremsstrahlung and associated photoneutrons can be applied with sufficient
accuracy.

3.2 Characteristics of gas bremsstrahlung at a SPring-8 insertion
device beamline
One of the distinguishing features of third generation synchrotron radiation
facilities is the low emittance electron beam used to get extremely highly brilliant
synchrotron radiation. SPring-8 achieved the beam emittance of 6.7 nm-radian(3"20),
where two types of betatron functions, high and low, have been adopted to meet the
requirement of the low emittance and to keep the ring operation stable. Two types of
electron beam conditions (beam size and beam divergence distribution) were utilized to
investigate direct effects upon the behavior of the gas bremsstrahlung generation.
The gas bremsstrahlung was measured as a function of the aperture size of the
photon beam, by using a new type scintillation crystal, PbWC>4 (PWO) array. The
PWO detector has good performance

for measuring the high energy gas

bremsstrahlung photons because of its short radiation length and fast decay time(3'21).
Because of its better performance, the PWO should provide a finer energy resolution
for GeV photons than lead glass. Consequently, improved precision should be expected.
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The measurements were compared with the Monte Carlo simulations using EGS4(3"16),
considering the electron beam sizes and beam divergences. The dose rate due to gas
bremsstrahlung should strongly depend upon the stored beam conditions. These
considerations are especially necessary for dose estimation due to gas bremsstrahlung.

3.2.1 Simulation condition of gas bremsstrahlung
The simulation of gas bremsstrahlung is normally carried out with the residual
gas density corresponding to atmospheric pressure because of the low interaction
probability at the operating pressure (less than 133nPa) and the result is linearly scaled
to the operating pressure of the storage ring. However, the scaling procedure is not
necessarily always possible. Since multiple Coulomb scattering and Mailer scattering
are practically negligible in the storage ring, whereas these scatterings occupy most of
the interactions at atmospheric pressure. In the calculation, in order to suppress Mailer
scattering (hard collisions of incident electrons with atomic electrons) in the extremely
low-pressure air target below 133nPa (10"9torr), many parameters were employed as
indicated in Table 3-1, and Ferrari et al.(3"13) recommended to set the gas pressure as
10.13 kPa (0.1 atm) for a long straight section over 10 m and lower cut-off energy for
electron transport, AE of 10 MeV, to eliminate multiple Coulomb scattering and Mailer
scattering in a gas bremsstrahlung production calculation. The AE is also defined as the
threshold energy of Mjaller scattering to minimize any angular deflection. But it is not
sure whether the recommendation can be applied to a third generation synchrotron
radiation facility such as SPring-8. The length of straight section of SPring-8 is up to
40 m and stored electron energy is 8GeV, so verification of the recommendation is
required to get sufficient accuracy of photon intensity and angular distribution of
emission. Using the EGS4 code, simulations of the production of gas bremsstrahlung
were performed as the functions of the number of the stored electron interaction with
residual gas molecules, the residual gas pressure, and AE. The option of the true
angular distribution of the emitted photons(3'22) is employed in all calculations with
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double precision.
The calculated photon energy spectra and photon emission angle distributions
are given in (1) Fig.3-1 for the number of interactions, (2) Fig.3-2 and Fig.3-3 for
several AE values ranging from 0.521 to 10 MeV under 1.0 and 0.1 atm, and (3)
Figs.3-4, to 9 for several gas pressure values ranging from 1 to 10"3 atm under the
straight section lengths of lm, 19m, and 40m, respectively. The sensitivity analyses of
stored electron energies and residual gas molecules are summarized in Appendix n.
As shown in Fig.3-1, the gas bremsstrahlung generated within single
interactions between the electrons and 0.1205 g/cm2 air molecules is about 60 % of
that generated within multi-interactions. The gas bremsstrahlung is nearly saturated
within triple or more interactions. As shown in Figs.3-2, 3-3, AE value dependence is
apparent on the intensity of gas bremsstrahlung generation, while the energy spectrum
and the emission angle distribution are independent of AE values under 0.01205 g/cm2
(0.1 atm). Figure 3-4 shows that the energy spectrum is independent of gas pressure
under the length of a straight section of 1 m, while as shown in Fig.3-5, although gas
pressure dependence is apparent on the emission angle distribution, its dependence
becomes less for a gas pressure below 0.01205 g/cm2 (0.1 atm). However, as shown in
Figs.3-6,3-7,3-8, and 3-9, gas pressure dependence is apparent on both the intensity of
energy spectrum and the emission angle distribution under the lengths of a straight
section of 19 m and 40 m. Moreover, the longer the straight section, the tendency of
the dependence is more apparent. Calculation with sufficient accuracy is no longer
expected under gas pressure of 0.1 atm with the AE value of 10 MeV for SPring-8.
Figure 10 shows the relations between the angular distributions and electron path
lengths that depend on the gas pressure, indicating the ratio of the emissions within 0.1
mradian to total emissions in the vertical axis. As shown in this figure, the ratio can be
on one curve. Moreover, the curve indicates that the ratio is focused to a constant value
below the electron path length of 10"2 g/cm2.
As

mentioned

in above

the

calculations, the
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recommendations of Ferrari et al. have some problems for the conditions of SPring-8
beamlines. The spectrum of gas bremsstrahlung is independent of the gas pressure,
however the angular distribution of photon emission strongly depends on the pressure.
In order to correct the defect, it is clarified that the path length of stored electrons must
be set to be less than 10'2g/cm2. This means that the simulation conditions must be set
to be less than 0.1 atm of air in the case of a straight section of 1 m and 0.0025 atm for
40 m. Moreover, it is clarified that the simulations of gas bremsstrahlung with
sufficient accuracy can be performed under a path length of less than 10" g/cm without
considering the AE (lower cut off energy for electrons and threshold energy of Ntoller
scattering to minimize any angular deflection) and the restriction of single interaction
of stored electrons with residual gas molecules.

3.2.2 Measurement of gas bremsstrahlung
(1) Experiment
Lead tungstate PbWC>4 (PWO) scintillation crystal has recently been developed
for use in high energy physics experiments. The PWO crystal has many advantages in
comparison with lead glass such as a short radiation length, a higher density, better
light outputs and fast decay time of scintillations. Instruments for gas bremsstrahlung
measurements with the PWO crystals can, therefore, be compact in size and have high
accuracy. The performance of the PWO crystal is summarized in Table 3-2, as well as
that of lead glass.
Nine PWO crystals, the size of which are 20 mm square in cross section and 200
mm in length (21.7 radiation length), are bundled and set on the beam axis of gas
bremsstrahlung so that the beam is injected into the center of the central crystal, as
shown in Fig.3-11. A copper absorber, 8 mm thick, shields the synchrotron radiation.
Each crystal was wrapped with 15 urn-thick aluminum foil and a photo-multiplier tube
was attached to the end of the crystal. The PWO detector was mounted on the stage,
which is movable automatically in both the horizontal and vertical directions in 20 um
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steps. Figure 3-12 shows a schematic diagram of the data acquisition system for the
PWO detector. The signals from individual photo-multiplier tubes go into ADCs
through a 125 ns cable delay. The signal from the central crystal is split into two
signals, one is used to generate the gate to the ADCs. Digitized data from the ADCs are
stored in a buffer memory for subsequent read out by a computer. The data can be
analyzed and displayed graphically during data collection at the same time.
Energy calibration was performed by using the collimated gas bremsstrahlung
photon beam, 1 mm x 1 mm, to fit a function with the end-point of the bremsstrahlung
spectrum. According to EGS4 simulations, 74.0 % of the energy of the incident photon
is deposited in the central crystal of the detector and 17.9 % is deposited in the
surrounding eight crystals. The energy leaking out from the detector is 8.1 %. The
ratios of the deposited energy to the incident energy are almost constant for the
incident photon energy ranging from 200 MeV to 8.0 GeV. The bremsstrahlung
photons were injected into the center of each crystal, one by one, and the end-points of
the ADC's outputs were calibrated to be 5.92 GeV by fitting them individually, using a
functional ADC output distribution form as follows(3'24),

d(ADC)

J

^E3r12

*[

2<J\EY

\dE_
' r

where Ey is the photon energy, ADC the measured ADC output value, N the
normalization factor, C the energy calibration constant and ao the relative energy
resolution of the PWO detector. Emin is the minimum photon energy chosen in the
fitting and is set to be 2.0 GeV. Emax is the maximum photon energy, 5.92 GeV An
unfolding calculation was made to obtain N, C and oo. After the calibration, the beam
was injected into the center of the central crystal (the crystal No. 5 in Fig.3-11) and the
ADC's outputs were summed up. The end-point of the summed up data was confirmed
to be 7.35 GeV which shows a good agreement with the simulation. After the
confirmation, the end-point of the summed up data was regarded as 8.0 GeV.
By using the center of gravity of leakage energies to the surrounding crystals, the
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photon injection point can be determined(3'25) within the central crystal and the beam
profile of the incident photons can be obtained.
The PWO detector was set in the optics hutch at the typical in-vacuum type
undulator beamline, as shown in Fig. 3-13. The beamline consists of the light source of
the insertion device that is installed into the straight section of the storage ring, the
front-end components within the accelerator tunnel, and the transport channel outside
the shield wall including the optics and experimental hutches. The effective length of
the normal straight section is 16.54 m. The front-end consists of a fixed mask, a
movable X-Y slit, and a beam shutter with the heat absorber, mainly to control the
photon beam. The X-Y slit, made of oxygen-free copper 50 cm in length, and tantalum,
2 cm in length, is installed to set the maximum aperture size of 8 mm x 8 mm (277
uxadian x 277 u,radian). The transport channel consists of optical elements such as a
monochromator and a photon beam shutter. They are all enclosed in the optics hutch
and experimental hutch to protect workers from radiation exposure. The PWO detector
was installed on the photon beam axis upstream of the monochromator. The vacuum
pressures are monitored during operation of the stored electron beam 1.5 m from each
side of the center of the straight section.
The high betatron function beamline BL11XU and the low betatron function
beamline BL46XU are chosen taking into account the characteristics of the stored
electron beam. Figs. 3-14 and 3-15 show the horizontal and vertical beam sizes and
beam divergences of the stored electron beam at the straight sections with the
arrangement of the magnets for each beamline(3'26). The horizontal electron beam size
and beam divergence strongly depend on the beam position within the straight section.
In contrast, the vertical beam size and divergence are nearly stable and have small
values. The average electron beam sizes and beam divergences are summarized in
Table 3-3, together with the values at the center of the straight sections.
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(2) Calculations
Based on the previous discussion of the gas pressure dependence (327) , air at 10"3
(0.1013 kPa) atmospheric pressure was employed in the interaction region to calculate
angular distribution of the emission with sufficient accuracy.
Since the stored beam profile is practically of a Gaussian shape, the size and
divergence of the stored electron beam are approximated by assuming the four
Gaussians in the horizontal and vertical directions, independently. Dividing the 16.54
m long straight section into 17 regions, the distributions of the beam size and the beam
divergence are considered for the gas bremsstrahlung generation calculations.
The bremsstrahlung beam, which is generated within the straight section, is
transferred through the vacuum region into a cylindrical phantom of ICRU with four
elemental tissues(3'28) located at 40 m from the center of the straight section. The tissue
phantom, which is 30 cm in radius and 30 cm in length, contains fifteen small
cylindrical regions on the central axis to calculate the depth dependence of the energy
deposition. The size of the small regions is defined as having a 0.5 cm thickness and
0.1 cm radius. The electron /positron and photon cut-offs for the tissue phantom were
employed as 40 keV and 10 keV, respectively. The effective dose rates were obtained
by multiplying the photon fluence rates by photon-fluence-

to-effective-dose

conversion coefficients, reported by Ferrari et al.(3'29), as a function of the scoring
radius of the gas bremsstrahlung photons crossing the surface. The conversion
coefficients of anterior-posterior irradiation geometry and isotropic irradiation
geometry are employed in the present study

(3) Results
The inside of the storage ring is irradiated by synchrotron radiation so that the
storage ring vacuum pressure depends on the stored beam current. During the
experiments, the dependence of the vacuum pressure versus the stored beam current
was examined and the measurements were made at pressure ranging from 2.5 xlO"8 Pa
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to 4.5 x 10"8 Pa, as shown in Fig.3-16. The fluctuation of the pressure was less than
1.5 % during one measurement. The energy spectrum, which was obtained by
summing up all the ADC's output, is shown in Fig.3-17. The knee of the spectrum at 8
GeV is observed very clearly. The photons beyond 8 GeV energy are due to multiple
gas bremsstrahlung events. The probability of these events at the vacuum pressure of
the storage ring was estimated to be less than 1 % of the bremsstrahlung production
during the gate width of 250 ns. Besides, as shown in Fig.3-17, the effect on the profile
of the gas bremsstrahlung is negligibly small in the neighborhood of 8 Gev energy. The
energy resolution of the PWO detector was obtained as (3.0+0.3)%/\pE by using the
formula (4-1), which is nearly three times as good as that of lead glass.
Figure 3-18 shows the measurements of the gas bremsstrahlung spectra as a
function of the aperture size defined by using the X-Y slit of the beamline, BL11XU.
As shown in Fig.3-18, the shapes of the spectra are quite similar and only the intensity
depends on the aperture size. The dependence of the intensity of the aperture size and
photon energy above 1 GeV is shown in Fig.3-19, together with the EGS4 calculations.
The calculations were made considering the stored electron beam size and beam
divergence distribution, and were normalized at the aperture size of 277 uxadian x 277
uradian. Good agreement was obtained between the calculations and the measurements
in every energy region of the gas bremsstrahlung.
To compare the behavior of the gas bremsstrahlung for the high and low
betatron function beamlines, the intensity at photon energy above 2 GeV for the
beamlines BL11XU and BL46XU were measured at the same aperture sizes, 34.6
uradian in the horizontal axis and 34.6 uradian in the vertical axis. As shown in
Fig.3-20, the measured intensities at the beamline, BL46XU, were obtained to be about
36 % lower than that of the beamline, BL11XU. The figure also shows that the
intensity rate of gas bremsstrahlung per unit pressure and unit current is nearly
constant versus the stored beam current. The measurements and the calculations of the
intensities at photon energy above 1 GeV are summarized in Table 3-4, where four
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calculations are presented. The first one is the calculation considering the distribution
of the stored beam size and divergence. The second one is the calculation for the
average stored electron beam size and divergence. The third one is the calculation with
the beam size and the divergence at the center of the straight sections, and the last one
is the calculation neglecting the beam size and divergence. As indicated in Table 3-4,
the calculations considering the beam size and divergence distribution agree fairly well
with the measurements in both beamlines. On the other hand, the calculations
neglecting the beam size and divergence disagree in both beamlines. The remaining
two calculations can be explained by the differences of the intensity between the
BL11XU and BL46XU beamlines.
Figure 3-21 shows the absorbed doses as a function of depth in the tissue
phantom for the beamlines, BL11XU and BL46XU. In the figure, the results neglecting
the beam size and divergence are also shown. Both the depth dose distributions
considering the electron beam size and divergence have a tendency to saturate, while
the depth doses reach a maximum at the back of the tissue phantom. The ratios of the
maximum doses to the dose neglecting the beam size and divergence are obtained to be
71 % and 44 % for BL11XU and BL46XU, respectively. The effective doses of
anterior-posterior irradiation geometry as a function of the radius of the surface of the
photon fluence crossing are shown in Fig.3-22 with and without considering the
electron beam size and divergence at 40 m from the center of the straight sections.
Three doses are almost the same over the radius of 0.5 cm. As the radius decreases the
effective dose rate increases. Three doses are quite different from each other for small
radii, and the ratios of the effective doses for BL11XU and BL46XU to the dose
neglecting the beam size and divergence become 60 % and 30 % at the radius of 0.023
cm, respectively.
The effective doses for the isotropic irradiation geometry condition are obtained
to be about 1.8 times as high as the doses for the anterior-posterior geometry in
Fig.3-22
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(4) Discussion
The average horizontal beam divergence of the stored electrons was estimated on
the basis of the distributions of the gas bremsstrahlung intensity and the results are
given in Table 3-4. The electron beam size and the divergence can be approximated by
Gaussian distributions so that the photon beam profile can be expressed by the
convolution of the Gaussians of the electron beam size, divergence and the gas
bremsstrahlung. The beam intensity distributions as a function of the aperture size by
using the X-Y slit, therefore, can be fitted by the Gaussians. The sizes of the photon
beam profile at the X-Y slit were obtained to be a = 1.71 ±0.05 mm and o = 1.38 ±0.04
mm for the horizontal and vertical directions of BL11XU, and o = 2.49 ±0.10 mm for
the horizontal direction of BL46XU. Here, the electron beam size is very small so it
can be considered to be a point. The vertical electron beam divergence is well known
to be sufficiently small compared with that of the gas bremsstrahlung. The spread of
the photon beam in the vertical direction is therefore considered to be only due to gas
bremsstrahlung, and the effective distance from the point source to the X-Y slit was
obtained as 21.6 m using a divergence of gas bremsstrahlung of 63.9 uradian and 1.38
±0.04 mm. The effective distance of 21.6 m is nearly equal to the distance from the
outlet of the straight section to the center of the X-Y slit. By using the effective
distance and the horizontal beam sizes at the X-Y slit, the horizontal divergences are
obtained to be 46.5 uradian for BL11XU and 95.9 uradian for BL46XU, showing good
agreement with the averaged values in Table 3-3.
An analytical formula for spectrum of gas bremsstrahlung is given as follows
(3-30)

EdNldE = 4are2Z(Z + \)(Na/A)l(-

--v

+ »/2)ln(183Z-1/3) + -(1 - v) 1

(3 - 2)

where E is the photon energy and dN/dE is the number of the photons within dE, a the
fine structure constant (1/137), ye the classical electron radius (2.82 x 10 ~13 cm), Na
the Avogadro constant (6.02 x 10 23 ), A the atomic weight per unit mol, and v is E/Eo
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(Eo equal stored electron energy, 8GeV). Z, which is the effective atomic number of
the residual gas components to be estimated under the assumption of monatomic
molecules, is obtained by fitting the observed spectrum. The average effective Z on the
assumption of monatomic molecules is 8.1+0.3 as given in Fig. 3-23 as a function of
the stored current. The effective Z at the beamline BLllXU agrees well with that at the
beamline BL46XU. If the residual gas consists of hydrogen and carbon oxide, the mole
fractions are about 36 % and 64 %. The present result is seen to be different from the
APS data of 4.6 (314) . The in-vacuum type undulator in SPring-8 is employed for
insertion devices and rare earth permanent magnets are coated by titanium nitrate ion
plating to prevent out-gassing from its porous structure. Therefore, it seems probable
that the chemical composition of the residual gas differs from other devices in
ultra-high vacuum conditions.
The power of the gas bremsstrahlung above the photon energy of 1 GeV was
measured to be 21.5±0.5 nW/10'8Pa/mA(134 ± 3 GeV/s/10'8Pa/mA). The power below
photon energy of 1 GeV was evaluated to be 4.3 nW/10'8Pa/mA (27.0 GeV/
s/10'8Pa/mA) by using the formula (4-2) with effective atomic number of 8.1. Then the
total power of gas bremsstrahlung at the 16.54 m long straight section of SPring-8 was
estimated to be 25.8±0.8 nW/10"8Pa/mA (161± 5 GeV/s/10"8Pa/mA) by summing up
the measurements and calculations.
The maximum dose equivalent rates were obtained by multiplying the photon
fluence rates by the maximum fluence to dose equivalent conversion factors published
by Rogers (3'31). Because of the different irradiation situations, however, this technique
tends to overestimate the doses as pointed out by several authors, it is meaningful to
compare these results with other reports, reference numbers (3-14) and (3-23). The
maximum dose equivalent values at 40 m from the center of the straight section for a
scoring area, 0.023 cm radius of BLllXU, BL46XU, and neglecting the stored beam
size and divergence were obtained as 53.6 nSv/s/10" Pa/mA, 31.7 nSv/s/10' Pa/mA,
and 82.5 nSv/s/10'8Pa/mA, respectively. Ipe et al.(3"23) obtained the maximum dose
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equivalent rate for a scoring area of 0.0013 cm2 (radius = 0.02 cm) at 40.1 m from the
center of the straight section and at stored electron energy of 7 GeV as 2.1
Sv/h/300mA/nT, neglecting the stored beam size and divergence, which is about 1.8
times as high as the present result. Since Ipe's result was derived using the residual gas
composition of air and a stored electron energy of 7 GeV, the difference between the
two is reasonable.
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Table 3-1

Auther

List of Monte Carlo simulations and parameters for gas bremsstrahlung production.

Organization

GTromba Sincrotrone
& A.Rindi TWeste
J.C.Liu
A.Ferrari
Et.al
N.E.Ipe
& A.Fasso

SLAC

code

maximum electron
energy

target
length

AE
(MeV)

EGS4

lOGeV

lm

1.0

EGS4

lOGeV

lm

1.511

AP
pressure
(atm)
(MeV)

0.01
0.1

1.0
1.0

gas
date
material

ref.
No.

air

1990

(3-9)

air

1994

(3-10)

C-i

T

o

INFN

SLAC

FLUKA

FLUKA

lGeV

1,10m

7GeV

15m

10.0

10.0

0.01

1.0, 0.1

0.01

1.0, 0.1

air

air

1993

1994

(3-11)

(3-6)
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Table 3-2
Characteristics of a PWO scintillator, lead glass, and
Nal(Tl) scintillator.
PWO
PbWO4

Composition

Density (g/cm3)

8.2

Lead glass
PbO 51 %
SiO2 41%
K2O 7%
-4.5

Nal(TT)
Nal(l

3.67

Radiation length ( t'
Xo (cm)
Moliere radius(t)
Rm (cm)
Light intensity
(arbitrary unit)
Main decay time
(ns)

0.92

2.6

2.59

2.2

3

4.8

0.3

-0.03

100

<3

-20

230

(t) Radiation length, Xo means the thickness of a material with electron energy decrease
due to bremsstrahlung to the average ratio of 1/e.
($) Moltere radius, Rm =21MeVXo/Ec, and about 99% of the energy is confined within 3Rm.
Ec indicates the critical energy, which is the loss of energy due to bremsstrahlung equal
to the ionization.

Table 3-3
The size and divergence of the stored electron beam of
SPring-8 for high and low betatron function for a beam emittance of 6.7
nm-radian. The average and center are the size and divergence averaging
over the straight section and at the center of the straight section,
respectively.
BL11XU ( High p )
Average

BL46XU ( Low 0 )

Center

Average

Center

3.89XIO"4

2.65x10"

8.4 8 xl0 5

Beam size (m)
Horizontal
Vertical

1.64xl0

5

1.47xl0 -5

1.47xl0 -5

1.24xl0 -5

Beam divergence (radian)
Horizontal
Vertical

4.9 7 xl0
2.0 7 xl0 (

1.7ixlO5
1.3 6 xl0 6
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9.43xl03

2.54xl06

7.8 6 xl0^-5
**.-••«-«

Table 3-4 The relative intensities of measured and calculated gas bremsstrahlung as a fiinction of the aperture size of the X-Y slit. The intensities are
normalized at the aperture size of 277 uradian on the horizontal axis (H) and 277 uradian on the vertical axis (V) of BLllXU. The intensities of
BL11XU are for the photons of energy above 1 GeV and above 2 GeV for BL46XU.

Aperture size(HxV)
urad.

BLllXU
Measure.
Calculation
emit6.68(*l) emit av.(*2) mini(*3) point (*4)

X 34.6

0.0762

0.0769+4.1%

0.0554

0.083 4

69.2

X 34.6

0.13,

0.13g+3.2%

0.107

0.15 4

O.I83

69.2

X 69.2

0.26s

0.24i±2.5%

0.19 2

0.26s

0.31s

138

X 69.2

0.34,

0.42?

0.449

0.422

0.393+2.1%

0.10 6

Calculation
emit6.68(*l) emitav.(*2) mini(*3) point(*4)

0.0447

0.036«±7.4%

0.0343

0.039 2

0.104

O.O8I4

0.084i±5.0%

O.O660

0.077s

0.18,,

*

0.15i±3.8%

0.12o

0.14i

0.31i

*

0.279±3.0%

0.23s

O.267

0.44*

21
Resea

34.6

BL46XU
Measure.

1

138

X 138

0.65*

0.5*+1.8%

0.52!

0.63 0

O.661

*

0.432+2.5%

035s

O.4O3

O.661

277

X 138

0.83!

0.8l3±1.7%

0.798

0.79 6

0.79 6

*

0.72«ft2.2%

0.63,

0.67 5

O.869

208

X 208

O.869

0.844±1.7%

O.8O3

O.862

0.87i

*

0.69s±2.1%

0.59i

O.649

0.79 7

277

X 277

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

*

0.89s+2.0%

0.79 6

0.84g

1.0

(*1); considering the electron beam size and divergence distribution with the emittance of 6.68nm.rad. (*2): calculation with the average beam size
and divergence on the emittance of 6.68nm.rad. (*3); calculation with beam size and divergence at the emittance of 6.68 nm.rad. (*4); calculation
without the beam size and divergence.

D01-0

to

£

Table 3-4 The relative intensities of measured and calculated gas bremsstrahlung as a function of the aperture size of the X-Y slit. The intensities are
normalized at the aperture size of 277 uradian on the horizontal axis (H) and 277 uradian on the vertical axis (V) of BLllXU. The intensities of
BL11XU are for the photons of energy above 1 GeV and above 2 GeV for BL46XU. (continued)

Aperture size(HxV)
urad.

1
CXI

BLllXU
Measure.
Calculation
emit6.68(*l) emitav.(*2) mini(*3) point (*4)

BL46XU
Measure.
emit6.68(*l) emitav.(*2)

Calculation
mini(*3) point(*4)

277

X 34.6

0.31s

0.29.42.3%

0.29?

0.31 3

0.297

*

0.25,13.1%

O.23o

34.6

X 111

0.26s

0.23i±2.6%

0.179

0.247

0.29s

*

0.144±3.9%

0.117

0.134

0.292

*

1J9±1.5%

1.4n

13o

1.29

I.39

lJo

1.2s

1380 X 1380

1.4tf±1.8%

(* 1); considering the electron beam size and divergence distribution with the emittance of 6.68nm.rad.

0.24?

0.294

(*2): calculation with the average beam

size and divergence on the emittance of 6.68nm.rad. (*3); calculation with beam size and divergence at the emittance of 6.68 nm.rad. (*4);
calculation without the beam size and divergence.
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Fig.3-1 Gas bremsstrahlung spectra depending on the number of the interactions
generated by EGS4 resulting from 8 GeV electron and interacting with 0.1205 g/cm2
air. (INT1; single interactions, INT2; double interactions, INT3,4,5; triple or more
interactions.)
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Fig.3-2 Gas bremsstrahlung spectra depending on the lower cut off energy for
electrons, AE, allowing only single interaction of electrons with residual gas of
0.1205 g/cm2 air.
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Fig. 3-3 Gas bremsstrahlung spectra depending on the lower cut off energy for
electrons, AE, and the lower cut off energy for photons, AP, allowing only single
interaction of electrons with residual gas of 0.01205 g/cm air.
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Fig. 3-4 Gas bremsstrahlung spectra depending on gas pressure with the path
length of 1 m and AE of 10 MeV, allowing only single interaction of electrons
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Fig.3-5 Angular distributions depending on gas pressure with the path length of
1 m and AE of 10 MeV, allowing only single interaction of electrons
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Fig. 3-6 Gas bremsstrahlung spectra depending on gas pressure with the path
length of 19 m and AE of 10 MeV, allowing only single interaction of electron
and multi interaction.
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Fig. 3-7 Angular distributions depending on gas pressure with a path length of 19 m and
AE of 10 MeV, allowing only single interaction of electrons and multi interaction
within 1 atm.
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Fig. 3-8 Gas bremsstrahlung spectra depending on gas pressure with a path
length of 40 m and AE of 10 MeV, allowing only single interaction of electrons
and multi interaction.
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Fig.3-9 Angular distributions depending on gas pressure with a path length of 40 m and
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Fig.3-10 Emission angle dependence of gas bremsstrahlung on the electron
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mradian to the total photons.
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The distributions of the stored electron beam size and

beam divergence for the high betatron function of BLllXU at a
beam emittance of 6.8 nm.radian. The solid line indicates the
horizontal beam size, dot line: the horizontal beam divergence,
dashed line: the vertical beam size, dot dashed line indicates the
vertical beam divergence. The geometrical arrangements of the
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The relation between the output of vacuum ion gages and

stored electron beam current. The open squares indicate the values at
BL11XU and the full circles at BL46XU.
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Fig.3-17 The spectrum of gas bremsstrahlung obtained by summing
up the output of the nine PWO crystals. The bold red line indicates the
line fitting by formula (4-1) to get the energy resolution.
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The spectra of gas bremsstrahlung for various aperture

sizes of the X-Y slit at the BL11XU beamline. The full circles
indicate the spectrum for the aperture size of 34.6 |iradian(H) x
34.6 uradian(V), the triangles: for 69.2 uradian(H) x 69.2
firadian(V), the squares: 138 uradian(H) x 138 ^iradian(V), the
open circles: 277 ^radian(H) x 277 piradian(V).
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The intensity distributions of gas bremsstrahlung as a function

of the aperture size of the X-Y slit and energy ranges at the BLllXU
beamline. The Monte Carlo calculations are also presented. The full
circles indicate the data of the measurements for the photon energy above
1 GeV and open circles indicate the calculations considering the beam
size and beam divergence
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measurements ranging from 1 GeV to 3 GeV photon energy, open
squares: the calculations. The full diamonds: the measurements ranging
from 3 GeV to 6 GeV photon energy, open diamonds: the calculations.
The full triangles: the measurements ranging from 6 GeV to 8 GeV, open
triangles: the calculations.
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Fig.3-20 The intensities for the stored current for an aperture size
of 34.6 nradian(H) x 34.6 nradian(V) at the high betatron function
beamline BL11XU, and comparison with that of the same aperture
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Fig.3-21 The depth distributions of absorbed dose due to gas
bremsstrahlung within an ICRU tissue phantom at 40 m from the
center of the straight section. The open triangles indicate the
calculations neglecting the stored beam conditions. The blue
circles indicate the calculations considering the beam size and
beam divergence of the high betatron function beamline BLllXU
and the red circles are for the low betatron function beamline
BL46XU. The size of the cylindrical phantom is, 30 cm radius and
30 cm long.
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The effective dose distributions as a function of radial scoring

area due to gas bremsstrahlung in anterior-posterior irradiation geometry
at 40 m from the center of the straight section. The open triangles
indicate the calculations neglecting the stored beam conditions. The blue
circles indicate the calculations with considering the beam size and beam
divergence of the high betatron function beamline, BL11XU, and the red
circles are for the low betatron function beamline, BL46XU.
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The effective atomic numbers of the residual gas

components at the straight sections of the BLllXU and BL46XU
beamlines. The blue squares indicate the effective atomic numbers
at BLllXU, and red circles are for BL46XU
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3.3 Photoneutrons due to gas bremsstrahlung
3.3.1 Photoneutron production calculation
Shielding designed to suppress gas bremsstrahlung must be enhanced because of
the production of photo-neutrons. Photo-neutrons are generated by the interaction of
gas bremsstrahlung with beamline components, such as a photon stop.
In order to calculate the photo-neutron spectrum, at first, a track length
distribution of gas bremsstrahlung inside a lead photon stop, 30cm in length with
radius of 20cm, was calculated using EGS4, as shown in Fig.3-24. Based on the
calculated track length distribution, we obtained energy spectra of the photo-neutrons
using the following two calculation methods.
The neutron spectral yield by the first method is given by,
N(En) = f{Eri) • A • \dL(Ey) I dEy • a(Ey) -dEy

(3 - 3)

where dL(E y)/dE y is the track length distribution of gas bremsstrahlung and E y
the photon energy. a(Ey)

is the Lorenzian fitted neutron production cross section of

Dietrich and Berman(332) with neutron multiplicity, neglecting neutron production by
the quasi-deuteron and photo-pion reactions of photons above 40MeV.f(En) indicates a
Maxwellian with T^^SMeV*3'33*. A is the number of atoms per unit volume.
The neutron spectral yield by the second method is given as,
N(En) = A• jdL(Ey)/dEy
where o(Ey,xEn)

• a(Ey,xEn)

dEy

(3 - 4 )

is the production cross section of x photo-neutrons with energy

En, generated by using the MCPHOTO(3'34) code and the PICA (335) code, taking into
account the giant resonance, quasi-deuteron and photo-pion reaction processes. The
other terms are the same as those in Eq.(3-3). The calculated photoneutron production
cross sections of copper and lead, for example, are shown in Figs.3-25,3-26, and 3-27.
Figure 3-28 is given a comparison of the two neutron spectral yield rates for the
normal straight section, 19m in length, with 100mA stored current at the residual gas
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pressure of 133nPa.
Once the neutron energy spectrum is determined, the ambient dose equivalent,
H*(10) is given as,
H * (10) = \H(Eri) • ®(En) • dEn

(3 - 5)

where H(En) are the neutron fluence to ambient dose equivalent conversion
coefficients by Ferrari et al.,(335). O(£«) is the spectral fluence. As shown in Fig.3-29,
almost all of the generated photo-neutrons are emitted at the injection point of the
photon stop. Then, assuming an isotropic neutron point, we calculated the ambient
dose equivalent rates at 1 m away from the center of the photon stop, yielding 1.5 /z
Sv/h and 1.8 p. Sv/h for the neutron spectrum based on the Dietrich and Berman's cross
section and on the cross section by MCPHOTO and PICA, respectively. Neglect of
neutron production by the quasi-deuteron and photo-pion reactions by the photons
above 40MeV is seen to result in only less than 17 % underestimate of the ambient
dose equivalent. In the calculation of the maximum dose equivalent along the principal
diameter of the ICRU sphere(3"37), 1.6 p Sv/h and 2.0 p Sv/h were also obtained for the
neutron spectrum based on the Dietrich and Berman's cross section and that based on
the cross section by MCPHOTO and PICA, respectively.

3.3.2 Measurement of photoneutrons due to gas bremsstrahlung
(l)Experiment.
The targets and the PWO detector were installed alternately on the photon beam
axis upstream of the monochromator at the undulator beamline of BL11XU, as
illustrated in Fig.3-30. The targets were employed for lead, 20 cm in height, 20 cm in
width, and 10 cm in thickness (17.8Xo, Xo: radiation length), and copper, 15 cm in
height, 15 cm in width, and 10 cm in thickness (6.94X0). The X-Y slit made of
oxygen-free copper, 50 cm in length, and tantalum, 2 cm, was set to the maximum
aperture size of 8 mm x 8 mm (277 uxadian x 277 uradian) during the experiments.
The vacuum pressures are monitored during the stored electron beam operation 1.5 m
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from each side of the center of the straight section, as shown in Fig.3-13. The
measurements were performed during the stored beam current of 72 to 98 mA, and
vacuum pressures of 25.2 to 30.4 nPa and 35.4 to 40.8 nPa. The variations of the
current and vacuum pressures during measurement were less than 2 % and 1 %,
respectively
The helium-3 counters with moderators of various thickness are shown in
Fig.3-31, and were set outside the optics hutch. The helium-3 counters with high
sensitivities consist of helium-3 of 8 atmospheric pressure and a volume of 1013 cm3.
Four kinds of polyethylene moderators were employed and the responses were
calculated by MCNP4a(3O8) with DLC105C(3'39) library for thermal neutron energy to
20 MeV and AMSN(3-W)with HILO86R library(34I) for neutron energy of 20 MeV to
400 MeV. The calibrations were performed using a neutron source of californium-252
with well-known emission rate, and inverse square law of distance to estimate the
effect of the scattered neutrons. The responses are shown in Fig.3-32. The
arrangements of the counters are also indicated in Fig.3-30. The distances from the
center of the targets to the counters are 330.6 cm and 340.2 cm for upstream and
downstream sides, respectively. The counters were set at 60 cm in height from the
experimental floor.

(2) Calculation
Using the cross section library of photoneutron production of MCPHOTO and
PICA, photoneutron production yields and photoneutron spectra within the targets are
shown in Fig.3-33 and Fig.3-34, respectively. The photoneutron yields were
normalized with the gas bremsstrahlung power of 25.8 nW at beam current of 1 mA
and residual gas pressure of 10 nPa. The yield of neutron production is not saturated
within the copper target because of insufficient thickness. Otherwise, the lead target
has sufficient thickness for photoneutron production. In the calculations, the yields of
photoneutron production are 59 % and 96 % of the saturated yields for the copper
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target and lead target, respectively. The depths where half of the photoneutrons are
produced within the targets are 6.5 cm and 2.1 cm for copper and lead targets,
respectively. The photoneutron transport calculation from the target to the estimated
points and conversion to the effective dose is performed by using MCNP4b with
LANLHE library^*42*, and the photoneutron spectra with the photoneutron yields, as
shown in Fig.3-33,3-34. The cylindrical volume sources with isotropic emissions of
photoneutrons were assumed in the calculations. The assumed cylinders have a radius
of 1 cm and 10 cm in length for the copper target, and 1 cm in radius and 4 cm in
length for the lead target because of the consideration of the photoneutron production
distributions. The calculated results are shown in Fig.3-35 and 3-36, and the spectra
are employed to the initial guess spectra for the unfolding calculations.

(3) Results and discussion
The measurement data of helium-3 counters with polyethylene moderators, 2.6 cm and
8.6 cm in thickness, are shown in Fig.3-37 while the closed main beam shutter is and
moved to open up. when the main beam shutter is closed, the counting rates were the
same as those of the background due to cosmic rays under closing the accelerator*3"43*.
As shown in this figure, opening of the main beam shutter was accompanied with a rise
in the counting rates, and there was sufficient difference between the background and
the increased counting rates due to photoneutrons. The counting rates due to
photoneutron are summarized in Table 3-5, including the backgrounds. The neutron
spectra were unfolded with the SAND II code(3'44), shown in Fig.3-38. The effective
doses evaluated using the conversion factor of the ICRP data(3"45) in the
anterior-posterior geometry were summarized in Table 3-6, including the calculated
data and the reference data(3'17) based on the dose equivalent of ICRP21(3"46). The
spectra and effective doses were measured with the maximum aperture size of 211 p.
radian x 277 // radian so that the total dose of photoneutrons due to total gas
bremsstrahlung was 1.4 times that of measured data. (See Table 4-3 in chapter 4. The
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ratio of the intensity of gas bremsstrahlung within the aperture size of 277 n radian x
277 \i radian to the total is 1:1.4). The reference data were calculated by using the
figurative data (317) and the calculated photoneutron yields of targets with considering
the gas bremsstrahlung power.
As indicated in Table 3-6, the measurement data agree with the calculated data
within 22 %, except for the data of the lead target at position No. 2. The data of the lead
target at position No. 2 is about 70 % higher than that of the measurement. The reasons
for the differences should be due to the assumption of isotropic emission and
cylindrical volume sources because of the anisotropic emission in higher energy
neutrons and strong depth dependence of the emission distribution within the target. In
comparisons with the reference data, the data agree with the measured data within a
factor of 2. The main reason for the differences is without considering the scattered
neutrons in reference data, even if there were different doses. Because it is clarified
that the differences are less than 10 %(3'43) between the dose equivalent based on the
ICRP21 (M6) , ambient dose equivalent based on the ICRP51 (:M7) , and effective dose
based on the ICRP74(3'45) range from thermal to several MeV neutron energies. As
shown in Fig.3-38, there are many scattered neutrons outside the hutch that contribute
to the dose estimations.
The APS data(3"15) are 3.7 rem/h for gas bremsstrahlung of 1 W at 80 cm distance
from the lead thick target, 3.0 rem/h for the thick target of copper so that the neutron
doses are 2.4 x 10~2 Sv/h/W at 1 m distance for lead target and 1.9 x 10"2 Sv/h/W for the
copper target. In the present data, the effective dose rates of photoneutrons are 4.3 x
10"2 Sv/h/W at 1 m distance for the lead target, and 1.9 x 10'2 Sv/h/W for the copper
target. However, the neutron yield of the copper target in this study is about 0.6 times
that of the thick target so that the APS data are about 0.6 times that of our data for both
targets.
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Table 3-5 Counting rate of helium-3 counters with polyethylene moderators due to the
interaction of gas bremsstrahlung of stored current of 1 mA and residual gas pressure of 10"8 Pa on
a normal straight section with lead and copper targets at the positions No.l and No.2 outside the
shield hutch.

Target

Pb

Counter

Position No.l

Position No.2

(cps/mA/lO^Pa)

(cps/mA/KTPa)

0.00242±3.03xl0,-5

0.00179±7.04xl0-5

Poly.(2.6cm)

0.00738+1.16XKT1

0.0043s±7.09xl0"5

Poly.(4.6cm)

0.00863±1.21xl0"1

0.00484±1.01xl0-4

Poly.(8.6cm)

0.0049 8 ±5.0 1 xl0 5

0.00253±7.8oxl0"5

Bare

0.000157±1.48xl0'

Poly.(20cm)
Cu

Bare
Poly.(2.6cm)

O.OOO86o±5.56xlO"5

0.00126±5.23xl0"5

0.0036^i:5.38xl0-5

0.00332±7.25xl0-5
0.00379±7.56xl0"5

Poly.(4.6cm)
Poly.(8.6cm)

0.00228±5.80xl0"
0.000152+1.49X10"5

Poly.(20cm)
MBS Closed
(B.G)

(cps)

(cps)

0.249±6.24xl0"3

0.293±1.02xl0"2

Poly.(2.6cm)

0.524±1.27xl0'2

0.512±1.26xl0"2

Poly.(4.6cm)

0.554±1.30xl0-2

0.5h±131xl(r2

Poly.(8.6cm)

0.303±1.03xl0,-2

0.335±1.07xl0,-2

Bare

0.0725±4.26xl0":

Poly.(20cm)
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Table 3-6 Measurement results and calculated results of leakage photoneutron
dose due to the interaction of the gas bremsstrahlung with a lead and copper target.
The reference data were also indicated.

Target
(position No.)

Calculation

Measurements
(pSv/h/mA/1 O^Pa)

Reference

(pSv/h/mA/10'8Pa) (pSv/h/mA/lO^Pa)

Pb(l)

67.9

(95.0 n

110(t)

63 ( t )

Pb(2)

33.i

(46.3) v '

79.2<*>

60 ( t )

Cu(l)

3O.o

(42. 0 ) (ll)

32.8<t>

Cu(2)

28.6

(4O.o)(*)

32. 3 ( T )

21(D

20 ( t )

(*) The measurements were performed with an aperture size of 277 ii radian x
277 /i radian so that the photoneutron dose and intensity of gas bremsstrahlung
must be multiplied by 1.4 to compare the reference data, and the parenthetic data
are 1.4 times of measured data. .
( ) The data were obtained with photoneutron production calculation and transport
calculation with isotropic emission assumption.
( ) The doses are calculated with considering the distances and the relative neutron
production yields.

Posterior
surface
Gas bremsstrahlung

Fig.3-24 Calculational configuration of a photon stop. The photon stop made of lead
was divided into several sectors with a radius, R and the depth from the surface, D.
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Fig.3-25 Photoneutron production cross section due to the photo-nuclear reaction with natural copper,
Cu( y,

xn). The solid line, dot line, and dashed line in the figure on the left indicate the production cross

section due to the incident y energies of 8.0,18.0, and 22.5 MeV, respectively. In the figure on the right
hand side, the incident y energies of 65.0,120.0, and 300.0 MeV are also indicated.
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Fig.3-26 Photoneutron production cross section due to the photo-nuclear reaction with lead-207,
Pb( y, xn). The solid line, dot line, and dashed line in the left side figure indicate the production cross
section due to the incident y energies of 7.5,14.0, and 22.5 MeV, respectively. In the figure of right hand
side the incident y energies of 65.0,120.0, and 300.0 MeV are also indicated.
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Fig.3-27 Photoneutron production cross section due to the photo-nuclear reaction with lead-208,
208

Pb( y , xn). The solid line, dot line, and dashed line in the left side figure indicate the production

cross section due to the incident y energies of 7.5, 14.0, and 22.5 MeV, respectively. In the figure
of right hand side the incident y energies of 65.0,120.0, and 300.0 MeV are also indicated.
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Fig.3-28 Calculated photo-neutron spectral yield rate within the lead photon
stop by using track-length distribution multiplied by the Lorenzian fitted
neutron production cross section of Dietrich and Berman and photo-neutron
production cross section generated with MCPHOTO and PICA for the
conditions of a normal straight section 19m in length and 100mA stored
current.
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Fig.3-29 Neutron yield rate from different sections within the lead photon
stop generated by the gas bremsstrahlung for the conditions of a normal
straight section of 19m in length and 100mA stored current. R is the radial
length of the photon stop.
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Fig. 3-30 Illustration of experimental setup for photoneutron measurement in a SPring-8
insertion device beamline. The helium-3 counters with polyethylene moderator were set up
at the positions 1 and 2, outside the optics hutch. The distances from the target to the
counters are 330.6 and 340.2 cm for counter No. 1 and counter No.2, respectively.
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Fig.3-31 Cut away view of the high sensitive Bonner type helium-3 counter with polyethylene
moderators.
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Fig.3-32 Response functions for high sensitive Bonner type helium-3 counters with
polyethylene moderators. D indicates the thickness of the moderator in cm.
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Fig.3-33 Cumulative photoneutron yield within thick targets due to gas
bremsstrahlung produced by the interaction of 8 GeV stored electrons with
residual gas molecules in a 16.54 m straight section. Full circle and solid line
indicates the cumulative photoneutron yield within a lead target, open circle
and dot line indicates the yields within a copper target.

10.0
Energy (MeV)

20.0

Fig.3-34 Photoneutron spectrum produced by the interaction of the gas
bremsstrahlung and thick targets due to gas bremsstrahlung on the normal straight
section at a stored current of 1 mA and vacuum pressure of 10 nPa. Solid line
indicates the photoneutron spectrum produced by a lead target and dashed line
indicates for a copper target.
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Fig.3-35 Calculated photoneutron spectra due to the interaction of a
lead target with the gas bremsstrahlung. Solid line indicates the
spectrum at position No.l outside the beamline hutch, and dashed line
is for the spectrum at position No.2.

10 u
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Fig.3-36 Calculated photoneutron spectra due to the interaction
of a copper target with the gas bremsstrahlung. Solid line indicates
the spectrum at position No.l outside the beamline hutch, and
dashed line is for the spectrum at position No.2.
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Fig.3-37 The counting rates of helium-3 counters with polyethylene
moderators which change every 1000 seconds. The main beam
shutter was opened during the measurements. Open circles indicate
the output of helium-3 counter with the moderator of 2.6 cm in
thickness and full circles are for 8.6 cm in thickness.
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Fig.3-38 Leakage photoneutron spectra at the position No.l and No2 due to gas
bremsstrahlung produced by the interaction of a 8 GeV stored electrons of 1 mA
current with the residual gas molecules of 10 nPa vacuum pressure within the
normal straight section of 16.54 m. The power of the gas bremsstrahlung is 25.8
nW/mA/10"8 Pa. The solid line indicates the background neutron spectrum due to
cosmic rays with right absissa. The red and yellow lines indicate the spectra at
position No.l and No.2 due to the interaction of gas bremsstrahlung with a lead
target, respectively. The green and blue lines indicate the spectra at position Nol
and No2 with a copper target, respectively.
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3.4 Laser electron photon beamline
. Using ultra-violet laser with a wavelength of 200nm, a laser electron photon beam will
be produced by Compton back scattering with a maximum energy of 3.5 GeV. The laser light
is reflected by a mirror, and then injected into the interaction region from 36 m down stream
of the center of the interaction region, 7.8 m long, as illustrated in Fig.3-39. These photons,
ranging from 1.5 GeV to 3.5 GeV, are emitted within 0.1 mradian. The intensity of photons
will be up to 107s'1 using an ultra-violet laser with the power of 5 W and the intensity is about
three orders higher in magnitude than that of gas bremsstrahlung. The laser electron photon
beam of SPring-8 is incommensurably high intensity with extremely high energy and
directivity. In the first stage, an Argon laser of 5 watts at a 351nm wavelength has been
installed. The corresponding laser electron photon beam has a maximum energy of 2.4 GeV
and intensity of l.OxlO7 s"1 when the stored electron beam current is 100 mA. The calculated
results of the energy spectra of the laser electron photon beam and measurement results using
PWO are shown in Fig.3-40, together with gas bremsstrahlung generated in the interaction
region.
Because of extremely intense photons with high energy and narrow space, the beamline
must be designed under severe conditions. The analysis methods, which were developed
during the measurements of gas bremsstrahlung and associated photoneutrons can be utilized
with sufficient accuracy.
Two separate hutches were designed for the laser electron photon beamline; one is a
laser hutch to enclose the laser and optical elements, and the other is an experimental hutch to
enclose the experimental instruments. These are connected by a beam transport pipe with a
diameter of 150 mm. The beam transport pipe is covered with lead, 2 mm thick. The sweep
magnet with lead collimator and lead shield of electron-positron are installed along the axis of
the beam transport line upstream of the beam dump of the laser hutch. The sweep magnet
designed to prevent converted electrons and positrons in the photon beamline from hitting the
beam transport pipe directly. The beam dumps are installed in both hutches to perform the
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experiments mutually. The target is set in front of the beam dump of the laser hutch or
analyzer magnet of experimental hutch. Big counters such as a drift chamber or a 2n gamma
counter are installed in the experimental hutch.

(1) Dose outside the beam transport pipe
A sweep magnet with collimator and electron-positron shield is illustrated in Fig.3-41,
and installed in the laser hutch as shown in Fig.3-39. The laser electron photon beam
including the gas bremsstrahlung is to be transmitted into the beam dump of the laser hutch or
experimental hutch after passing through the collimator and electron-positron shield.
Electrons and positrons, which are generated by interaction in the mirror or thin plate of a
blank flange with high energy photons, are swept by a 5 kGass sweep magnet. The electrons
and positrons refracted from the beam axis are stopped by the lead shield. The displacement
of the electrons or positrons with 3.5 GeV energy in a lm path of the sweep magnet is about
23 mm. Therefore, the high energy electrons or positrons, which are generated upstream of the
sweep magnet, do not hit the beam transport pipe.
The leakage dose distribution outside the beam transport pipe is calculated by Monte
Carlo code EGS4. In the calculation, the beam profile and angular divergence distribution of
laser electron photons are assumed to be the same as the stored electron beam, and these are a
= 394 urn and a = 17.6 urad of Gaussian distributions in the horizontal axis and 27.1 um and
2.56 urad in the vertical axis. The materials of the interaction with high energy photons
assume an inclined silicon crystal of 1 cm in thickness for the mirror and the aluminum, 0.05
cm in thickness, for the blank flange. These are set at 36 m and 39.5 m from the center of the
interaction region.
The results of the calculations are shown in Fig.3-42, together with the leakage dose
distributions with no sweeping effect. As shown in this figure, the effect of the sweep magnet
is very clear and the leakage dose outside the beam transport pipe can be reduced
successfully.
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(2) Photoneutron dose outside the laser hutch
The leakage dose outside the hutch due to photoneutrons is estimated for two cases.
One is the interaction of the laser electron photon beam and gas bremsstrahlung with a lead
target that is 3 mm in thickness (about 0.5 radiation length), and the other is the interaction
with the beam dump of lead in the laser hutch. The detailed structure of the beam dump is
shown in Fig. 3-43. The beam dump consists of a lead cube, and its enclosures of
polyethylene and heavy concrete for photo-neutron shield.
Neutron yields and spectra were calculated by multiplying the EGS4 calculated
track-length distribution with photoneutron production cross-sections generated with
MCPHOTO(3'34) and PICA(335). The energy spectra of photoneutrons due to the interaction of
the laser electron photon beams with the lead target are shown in Fig.3-44, together with the
spectrum due to gas bremsstrahlung. Once the neutron energy spectrum is determined, the
maximum dose equivalent and ambient dose equivalent are calculated using the conversion
coefficients(3'36).
Table 3-7 summarizes the neutron dose rate at 1 m distance without shielding and
neutron emission rate for the lead target and the beam dump of lead. In the case of a lead
target, the dose rate and neutron emission rate due to the laser electron photons with a
maximum energy of 2.5 GeV are higher than that of 3.5 GeV, as shown in Fig.3-44 and
Table 3-7. The dose due to gas bremsstrahlung is negligible in comparison with that of
laser electron photons. On the other hand, the dose rate and neutron emission rate due to
the laser electron photons with a maximum energy of 3.5 GeV are higher than that of 2.5
GeV, in the case of a beam dump. Both the doses are so high that the neutron shielding
of the beam dump must be considered at the restricted narrow space. The doses due to
the laser electron photons reach about 30 times that of gas bremsstrahlung in the case of
a lead target, and 150 times that in the case of a beam dump.
The neutron transport calculations were performed with MCNP4b (338) assuming
an isotropic emission of the neutrons. Figure 3-45 shows the leakage neutron dose
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distributions due to the laser electron photons with a maximum energy of 3.5 GeV
outside the hutch and on the roof. In this figure, all the points are expressed by using
Cartesian coordinates where the origin is the point of the beam injection into the dump.
The roof of the hutch is 1.9 m in height from the beam axis.
As shown in Fig.3-45, the leakage dose is seriously high in conditions when the beam
dump is without shielding upstream and topside. It is clear that the leakage dose due to
photoneutrons will be reduced successfully by using polyethylene shields. From the
comparison of the neutron leakage dose due to the interaction of the lead target with that of
the beam dump, it is identified that the neutrons from the beam dump are to be dominant even
for the dump with a polyethylene shield.
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Table 3-7

Dose rate at 1 m distance without shielding and neutron emission

rate due to laser electron photons and gas bremsstrahlung. Two types of doses, (1)
maximum dose equivalent along the principal diameter of the ICRU sphere and (2)
ambient dose equivalent, are summarized. The intensities of the laser electron
photons are normalized at 107 photon/s. The intensity of gas bremsstrahlung is
normalized for the conditions of an air target of 7.8 m, residual gas pressure of
133nPa( 10"9 Torr) and stored current of 100 mA.

Laser electron photon
Max. Energy
(1)
Pb target (0.5 Xo)

(2)

(nSv/h)

Neutron emission rate(s')

Beam dump

(1)

Dose rate at 1 m

(2)

Dose rate at 1 m

bremsstrahlung

2.5 GeV 3.5 GeV

Dose rate at 1 m
Dose rate at 1 m

Gas

(nSv/h)
(nSv/h)

Neutron emission rate(s')

is Radiation length
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Fig. 3-39 Illustration of the laser electron photon beamline of SPring-8. The beamline has two hutches, one is the laser hutch
and the other is an experimental hutch. Experiments will be mutually performed in a laser hutch and experimental hutch by
removing the beam dump of the laser hutch.
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Fig.3-40 Energy spectra of laser electron photons. Solid line shows
the laser electron photon spectrum using an Argon laser (wave length,
350 nm); dashed line is the laser electron photon spectrum using an
ultra-violet laser system (wave length, 200nm); dot line is the gas
bremsstrahlung spectrum generated by the interaction between stored
electrons and residual gas molecules, of which the pressure is assumed
to be 133nPa and stored current is 100mA. The red line indicates the
measurement
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bremsstrahlung in an arbitrary unit using a PWO detector and Argon
laser without focusing.
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Electron-Positron Shield
(Pb 15cm)
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Laser electron
photon

20 0

Fig.3-41 Illustration of the sweep magnet with the collimator and
electron-positron shield. The magnetic field strength of the sweep magnet on the
beam axis is 5 kGauss. A collimator that is 5 cm thick and made of lead has an
aperture of 20 mm in diameter. The electron-positron shield that is 15 cm thick
and made of lead has an aperture of 25 mm in diameter.
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Fig. 3-42

Leakage dose rate distribution outside the beam transport

pipe. Open circles with solid line indicate the dose rate due to laser
electron photons with a maximum energy of 2.5 GeV; open squares with
solid line are the sample with maximum energy of 3.5 GeV. Full circles
with dot line show the leakage dose due to the laser electron photons with
a maximum energy of 2.5 GeV and without the effect of the sweep
magnet; full squares with dot line are with the maximum energy of 3.5
GeV and without the effect of the sweep magnet.
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Laser Electron Photon
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Fig. 3-43 Cross-sectional view and dimensions of the beam dump of the
laser hutch. The top of the lead cube is also covered by polyethylene, 20 cm
thick.
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Fig. 3-44 Calculated photo-neutron spectral emission rate within the
lead target of 3 mm thick using track-length distribution multiplied by a
photoneutron production cross section generated with MCPHOTO and
PICA. The solid line indicates the spectrum due to laser electron photons
with a maximum energy of 2.5 GeV ; the dashed line is that with a
maximum energy of 3.5 GeV and the dotted line is that due to gas
bremsstrahlung.
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Fig. 3-45 Neutron leakage dose distributions due to the laser electron
photons with maximum energy of 3.5 GeV. The horizontal axis indicates the
distance from the vertical plane at the origin. The solid line with full squares
indicates the dose rate outside the hutch without the polyethylene shield
upstream of and the top of the beam dump; the solid line with open circles is
the dose outside the hutch with a polyethylene shield that is 20 cm thick; the
solid line with full circles is the dose outside the hutch with ordinary
concrete instead of the upstream polyethylene. The dotted line with full
triangles indicates the dose on the roof of the hutch without the shield
upstream and on the top; the dotted line with open diamonds is the dose on
the roof with polyethylene shields; the dotted line with full diamonds is the
dose on the roof with ordinary concrete instead of the upstream
polyethylene.
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3.5 Conclusions
The simulations of gas bremsstrahlung production were performed as functions of the
residual gas pressure, the number of the stored electron interaction with residual gas molecules,
and lower cut off energy for electron transport, AE, to get sufficient accuracy of photon intensity
and angular distribution. As the results, the path length of stored electrons is required to be less
than 10"2 g/cm2 for the simulation of gas bremsstrahlung production in the SPring-8 straight
section instead of the recommendation of Ferrari et al. to set a pressure of 10.13 kPa(0.1 atm) and
AE of 10 MeV. Moreover, it is not required to consider the restriction of the single interaction of
stored electrons with residual gas molecules.
Gas bremsstrahlung was measured in the typical insertion device beamlines of SPring-8 with
different stored electron beam sizes and divergences ( high and low betatron function beamlines)
using the PWO (PbWO4) scintillation array detector and the measurements were compared with
the Monte Carlo simulations. Because of its distinguishing features such as fast response and
good energy resolution, the PWO detector, is found to be an excellent detector for the accurate
measurement of gas bremsstrahlung. The detector size can be reduced to one third by using PWO
detector instead of lead glass, and the energy resolution, (3.0±0.3)%/-/E, is found to be three
times as good as that of lead glass. The gas bremsstrahlung power from a straight section 16.54 m
in length for the standard in-vacuum type undulator beamline at SPring-8 was estimated to be
25.8+0.8 nW/10"8Pa/mA (161 ± 5 GeV/s/10"8Pa/mA). The effective atomic number was also
estimated to be 8.1 + 0.3 on the assumption of monatomic molecules. The beam profile of gas
bremsstrahlung was measured using the X-Y slit, showing strong dependence on stored electron
beam divergence. The Monte Carlo calculations using EGS4 were performed considering beam
size and divergence, and reproduced measurements with good agreement. The average horizontal
beam divergence was measured to be 46.5 uradian and 95.9 uradian for the straight sections of
the high and low betatron function beamlines, respectively, showing good agreement with the
stored beam analysis. Based on the measurements, the effective doses due to gas bremsstrahlung
were obtained in anterior-posterior irradiation geometry considering the beam size and divergence,
and the scoring area dependence was also investigated. As a result, the effective dose with the
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stored beam of high betatron function at a distance of 40 m from the center of the straight section
was estimated to be 15.8 nSv/ s/10'8Pa/mA for a scoring area with a radius of 0.023 cm, 9.22 nSv/
s/10"8Pa/mA for the low betatron function, and 25.9 nSv/ s/10"8Pa/mA neglecting the stored beam
size and divergence. The effective doses in isotropic irradiation geometry are estimated to be
about 1.8 times as high as that in anterior-posterior irradiation geometry. The maximum dose
equivalents are obtained to be about 3.4 times as high as the equivalent doses in anterior-posterior
irradiation geometry.
The photo-neutrons induced by gas bremsstrahlung were obtained using the two different
photo-neutron production cross sections, the difference of which comes from whether or not
neglecting the neutron production by photons above 40MeV. The difference of the cross sections
results in a difference of about 17 % in neutron dose equivalent. The photoneutron spectra outside
the hutch of the SPring-8 beamline due to the interactions of lead and copper targets with gas
bremsstrahlung were measured using a highly sensitive helium-3 counter with polyethylene
moderators, and the effective dose rates were obtained on the basis of the measured data. As the
results, the calculations on the assumption of isotropic emissions could be compared with the
measurement data, showing good agreement within 20 % error on the upstream side of the target.
On the other hand, a difference of about 70 % is recognized on the downstream side of the lead
target. In comparison with previous data, we obtained agreements within a factor of 2 for
calculated data without considering the scattering neutrons, and within a factor of 1.7 for
measurement data using an Anderson Brawn type REM meter.
The shielding design calculations were performed for the laser electron photon beamline of
SPring-8 using the analysis methods of gas bremsstrahlung and associated photoneutrons. It was
certified that the beam transport pipe could be installed between the laser hutch and experimental
hutch using a sweep magnet with a lead collimator and a lead shield for the electron-positron pair
creation. The effect of the sweep magnet was clarified to reduce substantially the leakage dose
outside the beam transport pipe. The photoneutron production due to the interaction with a lead
target of 0.5 radiation length and the beam dump of the laser hutch were calculated. The dose due
to the laser electron photons was certified to be seriously high, which requires the beam dump
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with polyethylene shield. It is clarified that most of the leakage neutron dose is attributed to
interaction between the laser electron photons and the beam dump, even if the dump is shielded
with polyethylene that is 20 cm in thickness.
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4. Summary and conclusions
The main purposes of the present study have been

(1) to establish a method of shielding design

for the beamline of synchrotron radiation on and after third generation synchrotron radiation facilities
including the development of shielding design code and the verification of its validity, (2) to apply this
method to shielding calculation of 8 GeV class synchrotron radiation beamlines, and (3) to investigate
the characteristics of the radiation fields around the beamlines of the third generation synchrotron
radiation facility.
The main results presented in each Chapter can be summarized as follows.
Chapter 1 was devoted to a brief presentation of the history of synchrotron radiation facilities and
the present status of this study, including the constitution and outline of this study.
In Chapter 2, the newly developed shielding design code for synchrotron radiation beamline,
STAC8, was described in comparison with the PHOTON II code. The PHOTON II code was actually
applied to the design calculation for the beamlines. However in some cases it seriously underestimated
doses outside the shield wall of the hutches. The PHOTON II code has been validly created for
calculations of attenuation by filters, the isotropic scattering process by the optical elements and the
shielding with the walls of the hutches ignoring the build-up effect of the synchrotron radiation emitted
from a wiggler and a bending magnet. The polarization effect is actually dominant in synchrotron
radiation and the code does not simulate the scattering process. Furthermore, with considerably high
energy X-rays as generated in the third generation synchrotron radiation facilities, the dose outside the
shield wall strongly depends on the scattering angle. A new shielding design code STAC8 has been
developed in order to fill up the deficiencies in the PHOTON H code and to be applicable to the
consistent calculations of radiation emitted from insertion devices including undulators, the effect of
linear polarization of photons on the scattering process, and the angular dependence of coherent and
incoherent scattering. For dose estimation, the code can calculate each ambient dose equivalent,
effective dose, and absorbed dose due to scattering photons considering build-up efFect and slant length
of the shield wall of the hutch. The doses by the scattered photons can be calculated with and without
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introducing the self-shielding of the scatterer.
In the validity verification of the code, the STAC8 calculations were compared with EGS4
simulation, and the measurements of dose distributions inside the hutch of the insertion device
beamline, showed fairly good agreement. Especially, the dose distributions strongly depend on the
scattering angle and azimuthal angle, while PHOTON II does not.
To apply to practical beamlines, the dose distributions outside the hutch of the typical
beamlines of SPring-8 were carried out considering the polarization and then compared with the
measurement data of the bending magnet beamline. As the results, the calculated leakage dose
distribution by using STAC8 is well coincident with those of the measurements, while the PHOTON II
calculations were underestimated remarkably. This means that with STAC8 the shielding design
calculations can be carried out easily and quickly with satisfactory accuracy.
In the applied usage of STAC8 for investigations of groundshine, it was found that the ground
shine is a dominant source to determine the structure at the joint between the hutch wall and the
concrete floor, and that adding lead plate shielding along the foot outside of the hutch wall is the most
effective structure.
Chapter 3 was devoted to the behaviors of gas bremsstrahlung and associated photoneutron
within the beamline of the third generation synchrotron radiation facility. In the gas bremsstrahlung
estimations, we made it appear that the simulations based on the conditions of the previous
recommendation bring inaccurate results for angular distributions of photon emission in the SPring-8
beamlines, and a new recommendation was proposed to set the electron path length in the straight
section of storage ring to be less than 10"2 g/cm2.
The measurement results of the gas bremsstrahlung at the SPring-8 insertion device beamlines
with different beam sizes and divergences of stored electron were presented as a function of the
aperture size of the photon beam by using a new type scintillation detector, PWO. In the measurements,
it was found that the beam profile of the gas bremsstrahlung and its creeping into the beamline strongly
depend on the stored beam divergence, and that the performance of the PWO is excellent in fast
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response and good energy resolution for the accurate measurement. The energy resolution of PWO was
found to be three times as good as that of lead glass by using the gas bremsstrahlung.
The Monte Carlo simulations of gas bremsstrahlung were performed with considering the
beam size and divergence, and showed good agreement. As a result, the effective dose and absorbed
dose depending on the stored beam divergence could be estimated precisely. Moreover the dependency
of scoring area for the effective dose was also investigated.
The photoneutron production cross section data were improved, ranging from giant resonance
to quasi-deuteron and pion production process, and Ihe photoneutron yields and doses due to the
interaction of the photon stop with gas bremsstrahlung were estimated by using the two different
photoneutron production cross sections, one is the improved cross sections and the other is the Dietrich
and Berman's data, ranging from the reaction thresholds to 40 MeV The difference of the cross
sections results in a difference of about 17 % in neutron dose equivalent. The measurement results of
the photoneutron spectrum due to gas bremsstrahlung outside the hutch of the beamline of SPring-8
were presented. Using a highly sensitive helium-3 counter with polyethylene moderators, and lead and
copper targets the measurements were performed, showing good agreement with the photoneutron
production and transport calculations. Although the previous dose data is not considered to be the
scattered neutrons, the present dose data agreed within a factor of 2.
For the practical exercises, the analytical methods of gas bremsstrahlung and associated
photoneutrons were applied to the shielding design calculations of a laser electron photon beamline.
The laser electron photon beamline provides such incommensurably high intensity with an extremely
high energy beam that the shields must be in severe condition. Furthermore, the beamline was required
to be shielded sufficiently at the restricted narrow space. Using the local shield that has special structure,
that is a combination of a sweep magnet and collimators, we found the solution and presented the effect
of the local shield to reduce the leakage dose successfully. In addition, with a good choice of shield
materials, it was clarified that the photoneutrons produced by laser electron photons could be shielded
effectively.
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Throughout the present study, the method of shielding design for synchrotron radiation
beamline was developed, and equipped us to estimate the leakage dose distribution easily and quickly
with satisfactory accuracy. All the beamlines of SPring-8 including beamlines under design (38
beamlines until now) were analyzed and designed using this method and the effectiveness of this
method was certified by safety check of radiation.
In addition, it was pointed out that the doses due to gas bremsstrahhing as well as the beam
profile depend on the divergence of stored electron beam, and photoneutron spectra outside the hutch
of a beamline due to gas bremsstrahlung of the third generation facility were clarified. Furthermore, for
unique beamline such as the beamline of laser electron photons, the effective design of shielding was
provided by using the analytical methods of gas bremsstrahlung and associated photoneutrons.

In the present study, some future problems are pointed out, one of which is to establish the
conceptual framework of radiation protection for beam radiation. However doses due to direct gas
bremsstrahlung depend strongly on the size of the scoring area, the investigations, which make the
unified guideline of radiation protection to the beam irradiation are quite insufficient. Another problem
is the lack of experimental data of photoneutron production cross sections in high energy regions.
Benchmark experiments for photoneutron production including the angular distribution are strongly
expected.
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Appendix-1

Outline of the shielding design calculation of
SPring-8 beamline

The SPring-8, which is the synchrotron radiation facility with currently the highest
stored electron energy of 8GeV together with the feature of very low beam emittance
of 5.5 to 7.0 nm.radian^"^, consists of an electron linear accelerator (linac), a booster
synchrotron injector and a storage ring, as illustrated in Fig.1-1. The linac is about
140m long and accelerates electrons up to about lGeV. The booster synchrotron with a
circumference of 396m accelerates the electrons injected from the linac up to 8GeV.
The electrons are then injected into the storage ring, which is capable of storing
circulating currents of 8GeV up to 100mA. The storage ring with a circumference of
1496m has 44 straight sections, 38 of which are available for insertion devices such as
undulators or wigglers. Thirty-four sections of them are standard ones that are 19m
long and the remaining 4 sections are the long ones that are 40m long. Further, 23
beamlines can be installed from bending magnets.

Al-1 Shielding design criteria
The shielding design for the synchrotron radiation beamline is made to keep the
ambient dose equivalent rate at the surface of the hutch in occupied areas less than 6.7
n Sv/h, which is one third of the legal limit on assumption of 50 working hours in a
week. The dose rate must also fulfill the criterion of 2.0 u Sv/h at the boundary of the
controlled areas, the outermost boundary of the experimental hall. Moreover the design
criterion at the SPring-8 site boundary is assigned to be 50 ix Sv/h to obtain public
acceptance*^.

A1-2 Radiation source due to electron beam loss
The radiation sources we considered in the shielding design for the synchrotron
radiation beamline are, (1) neutrons, photons and muons due to stored electron beam
loss within the storage ring vacuum chamber, (2) gas bremsstrahlung, (3)
photoneutrons induced by gas bremsstrahlung, and (4) synchrotron radiation. Radiation
sources required to be considered at a component of the beamline are quite different
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from those at another component, depending on the role of the component for radiation
protection purposes. So, in order to make clear the situation, in Table A-l a
relationship between the beamline component and radiation sources used for its
shielding design calculation is summarized. The sources of gas bremsstrahlung,
photoneutrons, and synchrotron radiation were covered in the main study so that only
the source due to electron beam loss is discussed in this Appendix-1.
Because the emittance of the storage ring is very low, we can assume a point like
the source of neutrons, photons and muons generated through interaction of the stored
electrons with vacuum chamber walls or other structural materials surrounding the
chamber. A beam loss assumption at the storage ring is assigned for each period of
commissioning, tuning, beam injection and stably stored beam(A2). The assumption for
the period of commissioning is too severe to be employed for shielding design, leading
to over-designed shielding. For the periods of tuning, injection and stably stored beam,
we employed time averaged beam loss assumptions of 2.35 x 109 e/s and 5.23 x 107e/s
at the injection region of the storage ring and other non-injection regions (ordinary
one), respectively. During the period of the stably stored beam mode, however, all of
the stored beam is assumed to be lost linearly within 10 hours. The assumed beam loss
rate is 1.74 x 106e/s.

A1-3 Shielding design calculation of a shutter
Shielding calculations for the main beam shutter (MBS) were performed to
satisfy the criterion that all radiation workers can enter both the optics and the
experimental hutches when the MBS is closed. During all operational modes of the
storage ring except commissioning, the MBS must reduce the total dose equivalent rate
of neutrons, photons and even muons due to stored electron beam loss, the synchrotron
radiation and gas bremsstrahlung on the inside wall of the hutch to below 6.7 u,Sv/h.
Shielding calculations for neutrons and photons due to electron beam loss are made
using an empirical formula(A3) for a forward directional calculation employed at the
ESRF and for the muon calculation, Swanson's formula(A"4) was used. Gas
bremsstrahlung calculation was made using the tabulated data on the basis of the
evaluation with EGS4 by Ban et al(A"5).
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In Figs.A-1 and A-2 the attenuation behaviors of the radiation considered within
the MBS located at the injection rejoin and the straight section in the non-injection
region are given, respectively. In the beamline at the injection region, neutrons due to
electron beam loss are the most dominant source, while gas bremsstrahlung is the most
dominant source at the straight section in the non-injection region. As a result, we
obtained the required thickness of the tungsten shutter to be 18 cm thick for the
beamline located at the straight section, while a shutter consisting of tungusten that is
40 cm, stainless steel that is 40 cm and copper that is 20 cm as an absorber was found
to be needed at the injection region because of the major high energy neutrons.
As for the downstream shutter (DSS) made of lead, the radiation we have to
consider is the monochromized synchrotron radiation and the scattered photons of high
energy components, the shielding calculation for DSS was made using the STAC8
code to obtain a required thickness of 4.9 cm thick for the typical undulator beamline.
Only the monochromized synchrotron radiation is considered for the beam stop to be a
required thickness of 1.2 cm thick in the case of the maximum photon energy of the
fundamentals for use of 36 keV and the energy resolution of ZlE/E = 0.5 %. In the
calculation we employed the third harmonics of the monochromized radiation as a
source.
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Table A-1 Radiation sources used for the shielding design for each beamline component.
Stored electron beam loss
( y ,n, n)

Gas bremsstrahlung and
associated photo-neutron

Synchrotron radiation
y (X)

Beamline component
Main beam shutter
(MBS)
Down stream shutter
(DSS)
Beam stop
Optics hutch
Experimental hutch
Photon stop

considered

considered

ignored
I

ignored

ignored

considered

ignored

ignored

considered

considered

considered

considered

ignored

ignored

considered

considered

considered

ignored
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Appendix 2 Simulation of gas bremsstrahlung depending on
stored electron energy and residual gas molecules
The intensity and angular distribution of gas bremsstrahlung were carried out at
(1) the number of interactions, (2) several AE values ranging from 0.521 to 10 MeV
under 1.0 and 0.1 atm, (3) several gas pressure values ranging from 1 to 10'3 atm under
the lengths of straight section of lm, 19m, and 40m, (4) several residual gas molecules
under 0.1 and 1.0 atm, and (5) several stored electron energies, to investigate the
dependence on the energy spectrum and the angular distribution of the emission of the
gas bremsstrahlung. The conditions of (1) (2), and (3) were covered in the main study
so only (4), and (5) are shown in this Appendix-2. These were calculated allowing only
for single interaction. The calculated photon spectra and angular distributions of
emission

are given in Figs.A-3, A-5 and Figs.A-4, A-6 for several residual gas

molecules under 0.1 and 1.0 atm, and Fig.A-7 and Fig.A-8 for several stored electron
energies, respectively.
Figures A-3 and A-S show that the intensity of gas bremsstrahlung strongly
depends on the residual gas molecules. Therefore the component of the residual gas is
very important. Figures A-7 and A-8 show that both the energy spectrum and angular
distribution strongly depend on the stored electron energy, extreme directivity is
especially recognized in stored electron energy of 8 GeV.
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